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Hello!
Welcome to the winter edition ofTOP
COVER. 2012 seems a distant memory

now, but will certainly go down in policing

history as an eventful year. Whilst police

pay and conditions continue to suffer and

spending cuts begin ro bite, 2013 is going

to be interesting! As well as our regular

columnists in this edition we hear from the

Surrey Police and Crime Commissioner

Kevin Hurley, a former Met and City of London Police Officer,

who was also an AFO for many years. Steve Howson (Treasurer)

and myself have recently visited Guernsey Firearms Unit where we

spent a couple ofdays speaking to Officers and learning about life

and policing on the island.

As well as Guernsey I have had the pleasure of visiting the

British Transport Police, Derbyshire, North Wales, Lincolnshire

and Lancashire Firearms Units. I am always taken aback by the

consistency in professionalism and commitment from wherever 1

go and whomever I speak with. Firearms Officers provide a vital

service: they train hard and put their lives on the line for the rest of

us. That’s why all of us at the PFOA will continue to enhance the

already superb support structure we have to support our members

and their families.

It would be remiss of me nor to thank our great sponsors:

companies that supportwhat you do and whose advertising revenue

covers the cost ofproducing TOP COVER magazine. Thank you!

Enjoy the magazine and role on springtime!

Stay safe and thanks for all that you do.

MARK WILLIAMS EDITOR

mark@pfoa.couk
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"The 'average human' looks without

seeing, listens without hearing, touches

without feeling, eats without tasting, moves

without physical awareness, inhales without

awareness of odour or fragrance, and talks

without thinking."

Leonardo Da Vinci

For some police Officers Di Vincis

quotation may bring back a distant

memory of their last ‘quick turn

around' - when having completed a

night duty they were straight back

in - eight hours later, for what was a

‘hazy’ late turn shift. Certainly within

London for many decades an imposed

Force Roster meant that on each and every

Monday afternoon several thousand police

Officers were responding to emergency calls

across the Capital, cognitively impaired through a

lack of sleep and a disrupted metabolic cycle.

Science informs us that human performance is affected by

numerous variables across each and every second ofthe day

however we seem to manage quite well in performing tasks across

a wide range offunctions. Our own frailties and limitations only

really surface when things don’t quite turn out as expected or

when our own recollection ofan event is challenged. Only then

do we reflect and begin to wonder what may have gone wrong or

quite why we interpreted information in a way that now appears

at odds with other competing evidence, perhaps witness accounts

or CCTV footage.

Da Vincis comments about the senses and human (unction

stem from the limited cognitive resources that we all have for

attending to information. Quite simply the brain must prioritise

and then allocate what are limited attentional resources - since we

cannot attend to everything around us all at once. Practically this

means that some details ofan incident may become enhanced,

some unattended and some features ignored or disregarded. It

is impossible for us to attend to every salient feature within our

daily lives - for most events we remember and encode parts ofthe

visual scene, parts of the sounds and parts of the emotion.

MIND —
THE GAP!
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Within our own mind the personal experience

ofan event seems very real to us. However how

accurate is our memory ofwhat has just occurred?

We may be surprised to find large gaps and

errors in the sequencing ofour recall were we

to compare our memory to a video of the

The British Psychological Society states that

"Memories are records of peoples experiences ofevents and are

not a record of the events themselves. In this respect, they are

unlike other recording media such as video or audio recordings,

to which they should not be compared”. Having presented the

current scientific view that memory should not be compared to

recordings, should we now expect an informed understanding

from the 1PCC, PSD, Lawyers and Jurors?

Probably not - just yet! Memories will continue being

compared to video footage without the essential knowledge of

just how or why a specific memory trace may have been formed

and experienced: “Officer, we can all see from the film that’s not

exactly how you said it happened - are you lying?”

Vision is ofparamount importance for all ofus in any

threatening environment or situation. When facing a lethal threat

vision becomes our dominant sense, however the physical act of

scanning a specific detail is not the same as seeing’ or encoding a

memory.

Using advanced visual eye tracking equipment we are able

to demonstrate that where a Firearms Officer looks does not

guarantee accurate memory ofmovement or event sequence.

Many ‘looked but didn't see’ road accidents bear testament

to the point that we can all miss large features within a traffic or

pedestrian scene. Attention is needed to appreciate, then make

sense ofwhat exaedy it is you are looking towards, then determine

exactly what this means for you.Tthis process takes time: time

to assess, strategise and then react. One important question with

vision is simply how long does it take for us to see something?

Humans have a visual processing speed ofaround five hertz

which means when you react to a visual cue, time has already

moved on. The ‘stimuli’ event is in the past, it happened a fifth

ofa second previously. Everything takes time and vision is our

slowest monitoring sense — a fifth ofone second is as good as

it gets for a Firearms Officer making sense then reacting to an

expected or cued event. You might say we always live our lives

200 milliseconds in the past! Ifan event is unexpected any visual

response and subsequent motor action (drawing a weapon) can

take far longer to interpret.

This ‘slow’ processing time has two significant implications

for many police shootings. Every Officer’s visual awareness is

always 200 milliseconds in the past and a shooting scene can

change dramatically within 200 milliseconds. The specific speed

differential between the initiation of biomechanical action by

one party and the subsequent delay in reaction from a second

participant is quite simply profound. Firearm studies reveal that

the mean time to identify a threat cue and then pull the trigger

is 240 milliseconds when primed and aware of a specific threat.

Therefore a good question to answer is what can happen in a

quarter ofone second?
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Within 0.2 seconds - subject rotates from presenting a

firearm at police Officers then, turning, presents a rear profile

running away. The discharge of a firearm by police in response

to visual threat will potentially strike the subject on their back

despite being made in the quickest time possible for the cognitive

processing of the visual threat.

The significance of this visual illustration highlights several

crucial points for reconstruction information:

• All limbs have shifted remarkably within 0.2 seconds

• The subject covers a considerable distance in 0.2 seconds

• The human head has shifted 180 degrees in 0.2 seconds

• Memory will be of the subjects first threatening position

• Whereas bullet impact will strike in subject position two

• Recalling the point at which the decision was made may not

reflect what happened in the intervening period

Ifthe subject in the photo discards the handgun while turning,

any Officer facing this threat would need to visually track the

movement of the handgun in disregard to any point ofaim upon

the subjects torso - the)' would have to divide their attention

in order to notice where the weapon had gone. To report on

colleagues' movements, again a change in attcntional shift

would be required. This places heavy demands on the processing

resources available and may not be prioritised by the cognitive

system - particularly if other threats are still in play.

If visual tracking was possible once the handgun had been

discarded the cognitive processing time to identify the change still

remains at 0.2 seconds. Interestingly the cyclic rate ofthe MP5
is around 0.2 seconds, that is the discharge ofa second shot is

comparative to the time to notice and detect visual change. The

time to initiate action and then stop and disengage from that

same action is roughly identical.

This visual information is relevant and helpful when

considering the need for reconstruction analysis whenever a fatal

shooting occurs. Experts with qualifications in biomechanics

rarely research these types of movements and when asked for a

view, frequently reach erroneous judgements based upon a flawed

hypothesis - they have simply not measured the speed oflimb

movements which may occur outside the time frame of visual

processing. As many police departments still operate with a silo

mentality, so the same is true for many within academia who

specialise in one specific area and have limited knowledge ofother

aspects ofa relevant science. You don’t know, what you don’t know!

To highlight this issue, it is possible for an armed subject to

draw a weapon from the waistband and fire at an Officer in a

short time frame of 160 milliseconds - that is, in a time below

visual threshold. Investigators and lawyers need to understand

how quickly this can occur since training initiates cued recall

for a movement leading to automaticity for action. Such actions

can occur at an implicit processing level — a cricketer in the slips

experiences a similar effect to a sudden exposure as the cricket ball

flies by at incredible speed - a learned response to a visual cue.

Reconstruction evidence is crucial to the integrity ofany

investigation. However, a massive void exists within the legal and

public understanding of the relevance between visual cognition,

training and the speed of human dynamics for many fatal

In 2005 the CPS reviewed reconstruction evidence in the

Fatal Shooting of Harry Stanley. For six years judicial process

was unable to reconcile the accounts given by Firearms Officers

to the forensic evidence and wound ballistics. Was it possible

that within 0.13 seconds Stanley’s head could rotate 140 degrees

between two shots? Both Officers stood facing charges of murder

and conspiracy to pervert the course of justice as the fatal round

had entered the rear head quadrant. After six years two separate

re-examinations of the reconstruction data upheld both Officers’

explanations for what they remembered happening.

In summary the reoccurring features within many police

shootings are the perceived discrepancies between the details

given by Officers, witnesses and forensic evidence - frequently

each may appear to be at odds suggesting error or cover-up. Many

of the perceived discrepancies are due to the function of human

attention: limitations ofour visual and cognitive processing

systems - and a strong disbelief that as humans we all suffer these

same limitations.

Current scientific recommendations for how people encode

detail within high stress accounts should be considered. Until

then conspiracy theorists will continue to dominate the rabloids

and news channels. A lack ofawareness for the limitation of

human performance not only damages the investigation and

public confidence, the misunderstanding ofevents eats into the

lives ofthose most intimately involved within any fatal encounter.

More can and should be done to educate and inform
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POST INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

Walking the

S
ince writing my first article I have yet again been

deployed as a Post Incident Manager following an

incident. The Firearms Officers, as usual, were totally

professional and supported the PIM process with

dignity and a desire to support the search for the

truth. The incident, in no small part and as a direct result of the

Officer's approach, was a non-fatal shooting. It never ceases to

amaze me how Firearms Officers maintain their calm and restraint

under such provocation.

As I mentioned in my first article on Post Incident Management,

I want to develop an understanding of what makes a PIM

process work in practice. The intricacies, the nuisances and the

unexpectedness of a process that is often very long, tiring but

absolutely necessary. The PIM role is best described as 'walking

the tightrope'. It is a long, very pliable tightrope, where the

PIM balances the needs of those Officers involved, the force or

organization and those of the Investigators. The trouble is, no one

gives you one of those long balancing poles (I’m sure there is a

name for them) and consequently, that rope wobbles violently on

occasions causing consternations for all concerned!

So you have your PIM team together and you arrive and set up

at the PIM suite. It all sounds so easy doesn’t it? What has taken

me by surprise is the different dynamics between being at the PIM

suite to meeting the 'principal' Officers (I will elaborate on the

word ‘principal’ a little later), on their arrival as opposed to the

PIM being conversely met by the Officers who are already there.

Believe you me there is a distinct difference. To be in place and be

ready to meet and greet the Officers is far easier to manage. For

want of a better expression the PIM team has the ‘higher ground'

and can control the environment. If the team is already there they

will probably have built up some degree of a strong post-incident

bond and the PIM team’s task is accentuated, almost like ‘breaking

into the inner sanctum’. This is not a criticism of anyone or

any team, merely an appreciation of team dynamics following a

This is one of the most important phases of die post incident

procedure. If the PIM team do not deal with those Officers

appropriately, with empathy and support, then the whole process

can go downhill very rapidly and the brakes are exceedingly difficult

to apply. How do you conduct a meet and greet ofthe Officers and

then brief them as to what happens? I have seen it done well and I

have seen it done badly. The important thing is not to rush this but

to direct those Officers to an area ofthe PIM suite where they should

be allowed to be as comfortable as possible in the circumstances.

They need to be relieved of their weapons as soon as possible in a

structured fashion prior to forensic recovery, because the reality is

that it could be some time before that forensic recovery actually

happens. Firearms Officers, no disrespect, are ‘kit monsters’ and

they need space to disrobe their associated equipment in an area

that can be contained, this allows for constant monitoring and

security. I have experienced different methods and systems all with

pluses and minuses but if the Officers are aware of that and train
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in that practice, that is fine by me. The simple fact of allowing

the Officers to move around the P1M suite in some form of

freedom and without their firearms ‘tied’ to them is, in my mind, a

welcome practice.

At the same time I am enquiring about anonymity — have

these Officers been allocated a pseudonym? If not the PIM should

arrange this and record a note of name against pseudonym (I will

elaborate on this a bit later).

As the lead PIM 1 am immediately asking myself a number of

welfare linked questions that need to be resolved first.

• Is anyone injured? If so arrange appropriate and immediate

medical attention (some Officers arc full ofso much post incident

‘adrenalin’, they often do not realize they may be injured).

• Are there any outstanding welfare issues? If so sort them out

immediately. They are often minor issues, but may mean so

much to the Officers. For example, certain bits of equipment

that may be left in their ARV at the scene; child care issues at

home because they are going to be late oft duty, etc.

• Are they wearing blood covered clothing having conducted

first aid to the subject they may have shot? If so facilitate wash/

showers straight away and a change ofappropriate replacement

clothing. It is inconceivable in my mind to expect Officers in

such condition to sit around in the PIM suite; let alone there

being a health and safety issue.

• Arc they having access to the Federation Representative and

legal representation? Ifnot, arrange it.

• Do they need to ‘phone loved ones? Permit this via secure

landline in some privacy (avoid the use of mobiles for obvious

reasons).

• Are they as comfortable as they can be in the circumstances?

Provide refreshments, food and drink as and when required.

• Finally, is everyone who needs to be at the PIM suite actually

there? Conduct a triage of those present: are they all 'principal

Officers’? I am aware of certain circumstances across the UK
where individuals have been at the PIM suite for no good reason

other than being down right nosey!

The Officers then need to be provided with what I refer to as

a ‘period of orientation’. They have probably been involved in a

traumatic event and they may have shot and killed someone; they

will therefore be feeling very vulnerable and full ofcontemplation.

I believe they need some time to reflect and get to grips with the

enormity of what has happened and is going to happen to them.

We cannot train Officers for this feeling/emotion because they

will deal with it in different ways. Some may seek a bit ofsolitude

whilst others will seek company with colleagues. The last thing

they want is some busy-body ofa PIM probing into their precious

personal space at that exact moment in time. This time does also

allow the PIM team to watch, monitor and identify problems or

likely problems.

With regards to principal Officers, I have heard ofPIM processes

that have captured huge numbers of people, in some cases 40 plus.

In exceptional cases this is understandable. But the need for a

‘triage’ to identify principal Officers is a useful process at this stage

and, in my opinion, well covered in the Manual ofGuidance on the

Management, Command and Deployment of Armed Officers at

Chapter 7.42 - principal Officers are identified as those "who were

directly related to the decision to use force”. This can also include

“others involved in the operation, whose actions or decisions were

involved in forming or making critical decisions”.

Therefore as a PIM I need to consider all other personnel, not

just the Officcr(s) who has discharged their weapon, the SFC,

TFC, Tac-advisor and perhaps the Intelligence Officer involved

in a pre-planned operation. The investigation will look at their

involvement and decision-making. They may be vulnerable and
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require PIM support. An SFC ofACPO rank may well experience

similar concerns as the Officer who has discharged their weapon

so they should be afforded the same support and protection. Let

us be honest, the police service has not always been proactive

in providing such support. A senior Officer who is designated a

‘principal Officer' can often present a unique engagement for the

PIM. I have experienced some who have welcomed this and fully

embraced the PIM procedure but others who have completely

distanced themselves from it.

An essential welfare part ofthe PIM process from my perspective

is the consideration around the application of

anonymity. That may seem strange: anonymity

as part of the welfare process? From my
experience I cannot emphasise enough how

important this matter is to a Firearms Officer.

The Manual states: “concerns for the safety

of some principal Officers and their families

means their anonymity should be addressed at

an early stage". Some forces and organisations

arc very good at applying anonymity prior to

deployment others are not so good. As a PIM it

should be one ofmy first considerations during

that meet and greet stage. I may not know the

‘lay of the land’ at the PIM suite initially in

respect of any threats towards the Officers or

their possible future role as a surveillance or

counter-terrorist Officer. Initial application of

anonymity and provision of pseudonyms is an

encompassing action that can then be applied

more rationally at a later stage.

Here is the rub in my opinion. After the

initial stages at the PIM suite die use of

anonymous references has been, in some

cases, abused to the point of them becoming

almost status symbols on occasions. This is not

helpful to our cause and the very good reasons

why we might seek it through the legal system at a later stage. It is

a very useful tool and one that should protect the Officers family,

who did not sign up for all the media attention and intrusion

that may follow, but it is not guaranteed! I have known Officers

rightfully receive anonymity right up to the point of Inquest and

then inexplicably have it suddenly taken away. I have known others

only get anonymity on the first day of Inquest. There is no rhyme

and reason behind these decisions and different Coroners see it in

different ways much to the frustrations of those who feel betrayed

by the system that is supposed to be there to protect them.

...my deep set

desire to provide

Officers post-

incident with an

appropriate and

open process

that is both

accountable and

does what it says

on the tin.

One thing anonymity should not be seen as being is that big

impregnable wall to keep the investigators at bay. Far from it and it

is one of the roles of the PIM to ensure that these applications are

put in place with sensitivity and an appropriate explanation as to

why. I understand the reasons why the IPCC will want a scheduler

ofnames against pseudonym during the independent investigation

but I personally have found them very sympathetic and supportive

as to the reasons why anonymity is initially instigated, as long as the

PIM explains why! I would also suggest that taking this issue to any

subsequent Gold Group meeting allows the subject of anonymity

to be a standing agenda item for discussion

and decision. Do the circumstances warrant

the ongoing need for the Officers to have

anonymity? Have the views of the staff

associations, investigators and ACPO been

sought? A more structured approach to

this subject provides sensible decisions and

shapes any later application to a Coroner or

Court Judge and, in my view, offers a greater

opportunity to get the result we all want.

The meet, greet and brief must be

completed by the PIM at an appropriate

time, with empathy and, as I have already

indicated, not be rushed. Deal with the

principal Officers' immediate welfare issues

and then describe what is likely to occur over

the coming hours. If it is a fatal shooting

incident such procedures, as one might

expect, do take some time. Therefore make

sure the Officers are aware of that fact. Most

principals I have worked with are comfortable

Honesty is the best policy! The PIM needs

to be up front and forthright with Officers

at the PIM suite. Withholding certain

information or facts, for the best reasons

igender good relationships and Officers willpossible, does n

not thank the PIM for doing this. As uncomfortable a:

may be, tell them as it is.

Finally, for this edition, as part of the meet, greet and brief the

PIM needs to explain the issues around conferring and the need to

obtain some PIM basic facts to support the investigation. I want to

concentrate on these two issues in my next article. One has been a

thorn in our side for some time but perhaps not so much these days

and the other an integral part of the function of the PIM
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. 't'hen you get your payslip and

sec how much of your

money the government has —

well, let’s be honest - forcibly extracted

from you in the form of tax, do you get a

warm glow inside thinking of all the wise

and magnificent ways those paragons of

intelligence will spend your money for the

greater good of all?

WRITTEN BY DANIEL EADE

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER AT

METFRIENDLY

Police Friendly Society Limited

Right now
metfriendly has an

initial premium free

cover offer

Take out an Income

Protection policy now
and get at least three

months premiums free.

Request a quote online

now and you'll get a

free notebook wallet or

rucksack regardless of

whether you take out

a policy.

T 01689 891454
W www.mpfs.org.uk

Terms and conditions apply.

Quote code TCIP1.

OR DO YOU POSSIBLY NOT?
Do you sometimes perhaps feel that you’re

paying quite a fair enough chunk as it is

thank-you very much. . . and maybe you’re

not quite convinced it’s spent as efficiently

and wisely as you'd like?

The bottom line is that there are

perfectly legitimate steps you can take to

keep a little bit more of your own money

out ofthe UK Treasury and keep it in your

pocket. In fact the government actually

wants you to do this to encourage you

to save more — that’s why they invented

ISAs!

And that’s where metfriendly can

help. Metfriendly is a mutual society that

looks after the financial interests of police

Officers, staffand their families. We don’t

have shareholders demanding dividends,

we certainly don’t have a 'bonus culture’

and none of our staff arc incentivised to

sell anyone anything. We only exist to

serve our members' best financial interests

- and that includes letting them know

about ways to keep the taxman at bay.

Metfriendly has a number of savings

products that have a tax-free or tax exempt

element to them - namely our Stocks and

Shares ISA, our Junior ISA, our Children’s

Savings Plan and our Tax Exempt Savings

Plan (only offered by Friendly Societies).

Tax-free savings with metfriendly

means two things.

Firstly, it means that any earnings or

profits made on your savings are exempt

from taxation.

Secondly, it means that any earnings

or profits metfriendly makes through

its investment of members’ money arc

also exempt from taxation. That means

the investments earn more money, and

that means metfriendly can add annual

and final bonuses that are higher than

traditional savings products.

It’s agood situation all round and makes

a lot of sense. You start regular savings for

yourselfand/or a child, thereby building a

good financial base for the future AND of

course you make the most ofyour savings

through their tax-exempt status.

These plans are there to be used so if

you’d like to start saving, or are saving

already but without any tax benefits then

get in touch with metfriendly (call 01 689

891454 or go to mpfs.oig.uk) and find

out how you can get the absolute most

out of putting aside some of your hard-

earned money U
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/he 2012 Ball, held later in the year due to the Olympics,

I was a resounding success once again! With over 300

guests, including former heavyweight boxing champion of

the world Tim Witherspoon, everyone had a great night.

The night began with a sparkling wine reception, with the

glasses laid out in PFOA formation, although that did not last

long! There was a photographer on hand to take snaps and

capture those rare moments when the men almost look well

presented against the stunning women!

On entering the dining room guests were greeted with the

aforementioned heavyweight champion of the world singing and

welcoming everyone to the event (unplanned I hasten to add).

Alter asking him politely to leave the stage, the evening returned

to reality with the vice chairman, Mick Burke, asking everyone

to take a few moments to remember our fallen colleagues Fiona

Bone and Nicola Hughes. Their pictures with the GMP crest

adorned the five massive screens around the room. There was also

a standing ovation for our GMP colleagues in attendance.

The evening then got in to full swing with plenty of food and

drink as well as talcs of the good old days from many retired

Officers who had come along to support their serving colleagues

and families.

There was a raffle and auction, which raised £5,410! For the

second year running there was a donated drawing by Shannon

Herbert from Doddington in Cambridgeshire. This year her

drawing raised £1,550 which was donated to little Maisie, the 15

month old daughter of an Essex ARV Officer. Maisie, her older

sister and Dad, the ARV Officer, had been seriously injured in a

SATURDAY 22nd SEPTEMBER 2012

AT THE BEAUMONT ESTATE,

OLD WINDSOR

recent RTC. After a film about the PFOA, the Chairman thanked

everyone for attending and gave an update on the past year.

Our resident ‘crooner’ Adam then entertained us for an hour

with some great singing. The disco then followed, and before

we all knew what had happened it was 0 1 :00hrs and the night

had ended.

We would like to say a big thank you to Graham Shields of

Nagels UK for producing the Ball tickets again, our sponsors for

their kind generosity and to all ofyou who attended and helped

make the evening something very special

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
THE EARLIER YOU PAYTHE BETTER

AS YOUR PLACE ISTHEN GUARANTEED

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

Double/Twin Room £99 B&B Single Room £70 B&B
T 01784 485814(9-5 Gemma)

Additional Rooms available at nearby Beaumont Estate Hotel

Double £89 B&B Single £79 B&B
T 01753 640000 quote PFOA

Please book early to avoid disappointment!
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SOMETHING FOR THE WEEKEND

THE OP ZULU Z5 TACTICAL TORCH HAIX: BLACK EAGLE ATHLETIC 1 0 MID

A decent torch can be a good friend to any Police Officer. Cone

are the days when Officers could be seen walking around with

a foot long 'mag light' or the issued plastic torch which lasted

about five minutes and always seemed to run out of steam just

when you needed it most!

'Patrol Store' is well known in policing circles, selling all types

of kit. They have recently developed their own torch: the Op
Zulu Z5 Tactical Torch. This is a battery-operated torch finished

in matt black with a metal clip, which retails at £29.99.

The first time I set off with the Patrol Store torch was for

an early evening walk with the dog across mud and puddles.

The torch feels like it will last, which after only a short time I

managed to prove as I dropped it on the footpath! I am glad to

reportthat this had no affect on the torch and it continued to

work properly. So on it went in the dark fields, shinning across

open countryside and managing to light the way for me on the

muddy and slippery tracks. I deliberately left the torch on for the

hour-long walk, to see ifthe three AAA batteries lasted. They

did, and in fact they are still in the torch now, some three weeks

later, although it has not been used every day.

I liked the OP Zulu torch. I liked the fact it was good value

for money. It was bright, and built to withstand operational use.

Although I have only tested this for home use, I have spoken to

Aaron at 'Patrol Store' and he stated they have had some great

feedback from operational Officers about it.

My only criticism was the

metal clip, which did not

inspire me with confidence

to clip on to my belt. That

apart, for £29.99 this torch

would be a great addition

to your belt rig or kit bag.

SPECIFICATION

Size: (D) 38.7x

(L)143mm

Use: 3xAAA batteries (4 included!)

Range: 100M
Weight: 125g (Excluding Batteries)

Includes: Op. Zulu duty belt pouch designed for

50mm/2inch police and security belts. The

latest version also includes a metal clip which

can be removed if desired without affecting

the look or weatherproofing.

Price: £29.99 available from www.patrolstore.com

The second boot in our Haix trial is the new Black Eagle Athletic

10 Mid Boots. These boots were dispatched up North to our

main man 'Leggo' to trial. And trial them he did! The first outing

was a 10k run with a 351b pack. This run was completed without

any problems or blisters.

The boots lace up neatly and are nicely padded in the right

places. They are very light, which could make some believe they

may not last long or are not well made. Have no fear though, our

man 'Leggo' has used them on operational duty as well as his

'Forest Gump' runs! Due to their athletic design and flexibility

they are comfortable to drive in, offering plenty of feel on the

pedals whilst not getting caught up when entering and exiting

vehicles. They also provide reliable grip, giving you confidence

when negotiating walls and other undulating surfaces. After

four months of continuous use in what can only be described as

foul weather, the boots show no signs ofwear, the tread pattern

as held up well, even in ice, and they have remained warm and

dry. What more can you say? Thanks to 'Leggo' for putting them

to the test and Stephen Bond for supplying them.

SPECIFICATION

Material: Mikrofaster/Textil

Colour: Black

Leg height: 12cm

Inside: GORE-TEX

Sole: Black Eagle 01

Sizes: UK3-12also13/14/15

Haix Systems: Absorb, Energy return, stabilizer, anti slip,

Durable sole, Climate, Antibacterial insole,

metal free.

For great deals on Haix boots go to:

www.brixworkwear.com/bobbybrix



>
POLICE INSURE
Everything Taken Care Of

Up to 40% off Home, Motor
and Motorcycle Insurance

Specially Discounted Insurance for all members of the

Police Firearms Officers Association and Partners

(Please quote PFOA when enquiring, a donation of £10.00

will be made to PFOA each time a policy is taken out)

Call 0161 762 4416 NOW!
or visit www.policeinsure.co.uk
Follow us on: D www.facebook.com/Policelnsure 30 @Policelnsure
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BMW 116D

WITH THE PRICE OF FUEL REACHING

RECORD PRICES OVER THE PAST

YEAR IT'S NO WONDER PEOPLE ARE

STEERING CLEAR OF GAS GUZZLING

VEHICLES WITH HIGH EMISSIONS.

BMW introduced the ‘new’ 1 series in 201 1 to freshen up the

existing model, which had given them much success over the

years. The car tested here is the 1 16d 5 door Efficient Dynamics

priced at £20,885.

DESIGN g.T.T.TT.1

With the familiar BMW kidney grill and large and effective front

headlights the new 1 series has a more grown up look. The car

actually looks bigger on the outside compared to the previous

model. The five-door hatch tested here has some stylish angles,

which give it a really sporty look. It comes with 16” light alloy

wheels on 205/55 tyres, which look good, but arc a bit ofa pain

to clean! Our test car is finished in standard solid white paint.

The problem with this class ofcar is that they tend to all look the

same. That said ifyou want something a little sportier and with

more presence you can go for one of the M Sport models which

offer bigger wheels, and a body kit.

PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMY
This is the part that you cannot fitil to be impressed with. Ask

some ofmy friends and they will tell you how I have become a

miles per gallon bore recently! The figures then: 99g/km CO2

which means zero road tax in the first year and subsequent years!

100% discount on London congestion charge and a combined

MPG of74.3. Yes 74.3 miles per gallon! But can that really be
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achieved in real world driving conditions? On a recent trip to

Manchester travelling on various types of roads 1 managed an

amazing 65-5mpg over 178 miles whilst averaging over 54mph.

It’s worth remembering that this car has 1 16bhp and a top speed

of 121mph! The 0-62 time is given as 10.5 seconds.

SAFETY & EQUIPMENT f.T.T.T.gl

Whilst it is a standard car finished in solid white paint (metallic

is £600 option) the vehicle is well equipped and certainly has

enough bells and whistles for long commutes. With seven

airbags, ABS with stability control and brake assist as well as an

abundance ofother electronic gadgetry, safety is a major factor

in its design. My trip to Manchester was quiet and comfortable.

The standard Bluetooth phone system works well. You can use

the iDrive controller for the 6.5” display to operate your phone,

radio and CD. Ifyou want to run your iPod/iPhone music

you will need a 3.5mm jack plug. The in car entertainment is

a six speaker 4x25W system. Oddly enough the system in the

1 series sounds better than the one fitted to the current PFOA
sponsored 5 Series Touring, a car costing some £10k more! Other

standard equipment includes, manual air conditioning, on board

computer, front fog lights, alarm, daytime running lights and a

leather steering wheel. The car scored a maximum five out of five

for safety on the Euro NCAP’s crash testing programme.

INTERIOR rTMTl
The interior is typical BMW. The dash is well laid out and all

switchgear is close to hand. The multi function steering wheel

incorporates controls for the ‘phone, speed limiter and stereo

system. The seats are trimmed in black fabric and I found them

supportive and comfortable on my journey. The rear seats fold

down in a 60:40 split providing a useful storage space of 1200

litres. There is still a reasonable space of360 litres ofspace with

the seats up. Rear legroom is OK as long as Peter Crouch is not

sitting behind you, or driving for that matter! Whilst you can sit

two adults in the rear in reasonable comfort the centre rear seat

is not quite as welcoming, and is certainly best left to shorter

journeys, as the transmission tunnel is quite high. Some may find

the rear claustrophobic due to the small rear windows. One other

point worthy of mention is the driving position. The pedals and

the steering wheel do not line up, so it does take some time to

familiarize yourself with this and where your left foot goes!

RIDE & HANDLING C.T.T.T.T1

The 1 16d is a rear wheel drive and therefore will appeal to the

driving enthusiasts out there! I was really impressed with the ride

and steering on my journey, and would go as far as to say that the

suspension set up is more comfortable than some bigger BMWs
I have driven. The car coped well on the A and B roads, and was

quiet and refined on the motorway. With high winds, rain and

sleet the car gave me a real feeling ofsecurity that in turn gives

you confidence in the car. The six-speed gearbox is a delight to use

with slick smooth changes allied to a light clutch. A hill holder

device is also fitted as standard. You can alter the ride of the car by

placing it into sport mode, which sharpens everything up. I had

a go on a twisty B road however the trade off is the increased fuel

consumption. With winter upon us the rear wheel drive may be

a disadvantage for some, so it’s worth considering winter tyres if

your budget will stretch to that.

BUYING AND OWNING F.TXT.T.l

Tie list price for our car is £20,885- Tiere arc not many of us

that can afford to pay cash for a car nowadays, and in fairness why

would you want to when there are so many good finance deals

about? You could spend more money increasing the specification,

but to be honest why would you want to? OK, white paint is

not to everybody’s liking, but this car does what you want it to

do. The Efficient Dynamics models will hold their money well

and come with the usual BMW reliability and service. There are

discounts available on these cars with ‘What Car’ quoting a target

price of£19,605 on this model.

Ifyou are interested in a new BMW why not call Andy or Matt

at BMW International & Specialist Sales Division on 0207 514

3585 quoting PFOA

|THE VERDICT |

The 116d Efficient Dynamics impressed me with its comfort,

ride and most of ail economy. It really does make you realize

justhow much technology has evolved over the years. If you

want a car for business or family transport this little 'Beemer'

is a great all-round car. It is the only rear wheel vehicle in its

class and is hugely desirable because of its low running costs

and build quality.
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MOTORING UPDATE

BMW520D SE TOURING

MILEAGE 3,050

USE

BMW International & Specialist Sales Division has been a long-

term supporter ofthe PFOA. Andy, Matt and Gerard have become

good friends, and many of our members and their families have

benefitted from some amazing deals on new BMW and Mini cars.

Having said goodbye to our lovely 320d Sport last September, we

took delivery of a sparkling new 520d SE touring. The car crime

in silver with black leather sports seats. The car has a six speed

manual gearbox and returns an amazing 57mpg on a combined

cycle. With its enormous payload we are also able to utilize this

space with magazine deliveries and all the kit we need to carry

when attending various shows. Initial thoughts about the car are

that it docs exactly what it says on the tin. The two litre diesel

engine really is a bibulous unit, and the car handles safely, and is

beautifully made. In feet this car would be just about perfect if it

were not for the clattering standard suspension set up, the variable

damper control is a £970 extra, and the rather feeble stereo system,

something that should be better on a car of this class. . . but ifyou

are after a family estate car and have a healthy budget the 5 series

Touring has to be high on the wish list.

SKODA CITIGO 1 .0 ELEGANCE

MILEAGE I 3,850

USE I PFOA Pool car

Our little Skoda has clocked up the miles recently. Roger Middleton

has been out and about delivering magazines and visiting several

Forces in the southern region. One of our members had the use

of the car following a serious road traffic collision, which left him

and two of his daughters injured, one seriously, and a written off

family car, all thanks to a careless lorry driver! The passenger airbag

light illuminated one morning when yours truly was driving the

vehicle, so a call was made to Skoda Assist, and arrangements made

for them to attend PFOA HQ and rectify the fault. Unfortunately

they could not fix it there and then and told us to take it to our

Skoda dealer when the part came in. This was a Thursday and the

part was not available until the Tuesday. When asked whether the

car was safe to drive the response was “it’s highly unlikely that the

airbag will not inflate following an accident.” Not quite what we

wanted to hear. We could not possibly lend the car out to our

members who may need it when there was a safety problem. The

fault was repaired and the car is back on the road. Skoda may score

highly in after sales care surveys, but we were very disappointed at

their response to this problem.

During the night of Thursday 17th January 2013 the PFOA lost

a great friend and loyal supporter. Paul McKcever, Chairman of

the Police Federation of England and Wales, suffered a suspected

embolism and sadly passed away in hospital, his family at his

side. Paul was an outstanding member of the Metropolitan Police

Sergeants Branch Board, to which I was elected in 2006. He was a

great source ofencouragement and knowledge, always available for

advice and assistance. We knew he was destined for great things,

and we were delighted, but not surprised when he was elected

Chairman ofthe PFEW. A brilliant speaker, passionately protective

of the office of Constable, with a diplomatic and influential style,

he was made for the role of Chairman.

In February 2009, just prior to launching the PFOA, it was an

appropriate time to brief the PFEW. Mark Williams and myself

met with Paul, and Ian Rennie at Federation

House, Leatherhead. Any apprehension

we may have had quickly disappeared.

Upon hearing the aims and objectives

of the PFOA, Paul gave his full support,

offering to help us whenever he and the

PFEW could. He proved to be a man of

his word on many occasions. Every time

I met him, by appointment or in passing,

he asked as to the welfare of our principal

Officers, and how the PFOA was progressing

genuinely cared about the treatment of Firearms

Officers, particularly post-incident.

Our thoughts arc with his family at this difficult time. He will

be greatly missed. Rest in peace, dear friend.

Mick Burke Vice-Chair, PFOA

. vV
'
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MET POLICE 5018 (HEATHROW) FAMILY DAY
Roger Middleton and myself attended the SOI8 family

day where we had an amazing time meeting many Officers

and their families. Hosted by an 'old' friend Bert Moore,

the OCU Commander, we set up a stand and proceeded

to be ransacked by kids looking for pens and stickers.

Unfortunately due to technical problems we could not get

our Lasershot range up and running, but nevertheless we

had a great day and thoroughly enjoyed meeting everyone

and telling other halves about the PFOA. MW

EMERGENCY SERVICES SHOW 2012

We recently attended the Emergency Services Show

at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire. The PFOA, along

with many other charities, was given a free stand by the

organisers. It was a great couple of days where Karl Smith

and myself were able to meet some very interesting people

and secure further advertising revenue for TOP COVER!

PFOA PARADIGMATIC COACHING COURSE WITH

KEY2ENPOWERMENT
Ben Lacey and Steve Cherry have recently started

modular training for new coaches. Having secured some

excellent training and accommodation facilities at the MDP
Firearms Training wing at RAF Wethersfield, this was the

first course the PFOA have run at the location. Itwas a

hugely successful two days for this module and all those

in attendance are looking forward to the next instalment.

It was also an eye opening experience to see Karl Smith's

desk, which should win an award as the best PFOA

promotional advert!

KARL SMITH'S DESK THE COURSE STEVE CHERRY &
DELEGATES STUDENTS

GMP FEDERATION OPEN EVENING
I was invited by Greater Manchester Police Federation

to attend their Open Meeting at the Lancashire county

Cricket Club. There were hundreds of GMP Officers in

attendance. It was a great evening made all the better by

meeting up with our good friends Neil Gilmore, Jackie

Bowen and Ian Hanson from GMP Federation who have

given the PFOA their full support over the years. MW

THE CONFERENCE

CLOSE PROTECTION TRAINED? tk
If you have completed a Police or Military Close Protection The 1 day course is run by former Police Officers

course and are looking to have this qualification accredited and achieving the BTEC qualification allows you

for the civilian sector then we can help. to apply for your Close Protection SIA licence.

Chimera Partnership are offering the BTEC 3 in Close Courses run throughout the UK on the

Protection (QCF) through the accreditation of prior learning Sunday of every month for just t 133
scheme to all officers and personnel that have an approved Contact us on 0845 257 2203 or visit

Police or Military Close Protection qualification. www.chimerapartnership.co.uk

rfWVVWVVWYVVVWVVVVVVVWVWWVVVVyVVWYV'WYVWWWWWWVWVVVWVVVVVVWW
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W" Qi""“ 3 c*hrat«d and eminently distinguished fblicc career.VWW
,
it« m the variableandchalWn^ sphere of criminal

investigation and related responsibilities thathesingly excelled.

H* «as a ’ natural Aetective' and, V»is committed and unreWtt™
pursuit of the truth leading to thesWse^uent identity of the
perpetrator particAarlym tAurder investigations was an example to
Ws peers and an inspiration to V»is investigative team.

HeVias a c\ear aptitude for the analyical and timorous

examination of complex raateria\ and situations.

i^AeViead of Vis forceC1D his successfiA investigation of Z1
Viomicide investigations over a span of sixers cleaty Speaks for

He is an outstanding communicator and motivator and, as
a colleague, l had the privilege of witnessing at first Viand his

tenacity of purposeandVs 'feet onground' approach to the
oktainin^ of information, handVn^ of intelligence and the thoroughly
professiona\ and successful investigation of a cydte varied and
demanding set of criminal enquiries over an extended period of time.

fall Si\\is was born to he a policeman andhe can takesome pride
in his attainment of therank of Detective -superintendent within a
fine Police forceand l am proud to callhim a friend.

-sir Ochn Orr Ofce, QptA, %f\

(former Chief Constable of Strathclyde ftAicel

I Alv deli^Wfed fWA-f bill is \$kiv\fo •Hv? op-port'unify

•to sWAre Wis wrifiV^j skills wi+U A wider Audience.

wJe ftrsf (wet when •bill wAs A locAl police

inspector in Ivy WoWte town And froUt fWAf

very first tneetiV^j, I reco^ised fWAf We wAs A

dedicated Officer who wAs keen to evpfyje with

tWe locAl colvlwunify, i'n A fruly profession^

wAy, in order to IvAke nei^WbourWood-o t>Afer

plAces. DuriV^, Us titne, We wAs Able to build

stror^, pArtnersWips witW locAl people And Wis

expertise wAs used At every opportunity As We

developed Us cAreer, eventuAlly leAdiV^-, to Wrtv

becoNkpj HeAd of CJ.P. TWose yeArs -provided bill

witW tviAny cWAllek^es, And tWere cAn be no doubt

tWAt Wis professi’onAlistw in leAdiV^, A dedicated

feAlv resulted i'n tviAny dAr^erous cnlvi'nAls

beiVpj fAken off tWe streets of our rurAl towns

And villas, As well As preventive, solve of tWese

sAtve indi'vduAls bei^e, Able to cArry out Activities

wUcW could WAve WAd A seriously detrilwentAl

ilvpAct on -Hie lives of IwAny decent people.

Russell brown



COST EFFECTIVE HIGH PERFORMANCE HAND & REMOTE FIRED
TRAINING & OPERATIONAL DEVICES / SYSTEMS FOR ARV, DE, CP,

IRT, DSG, NTDSG, PO, HMSU & SWAT TEAMS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 020 8242 6696

contact@thomaslowedefence.com

SPONSORS OF THE
Thomas Lowe Defence
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60 SECOND INTERVIEW
“People tell me tatto-*

sureyou get wtat youvmt

KEVIN HURLEY
WITH THE RECENT ELECTIONS FOR POLICE AND CRIME

COMMISSIONERS TOP COVER SPEAKS TO KEVIN HURLEY,

THE NEWLY ELECTED INDEPENDENT PCC FOR SURREY

Congratulations for becoming the first PCC for Surrey,

you must have been delighted in winning the election?

“Ofcourse I was pleased to win, I was up against a challenge to try

and win as an Independent in the safest Conservative County in the

country, on top ofthat I had to deal with another good Independent

candidate who took a lot of the vote. I was lucky though, I was

helped by a volunteer team of many retired Police Officers who

wanted to keep party political control out of policing."

You are an ex Police Officer, can you tell us about your

Police Service?

“I've done a wide range ol things: uniform patrol, public order,

CID and specialist roles like robbery squads and counter terrorism.

Along the way I faced a criminal with a gun twice whilst unarmed.

Not out of choice! I have been an AFO with the Met. and on the

Regional Crime Squad. I’ve also carried Firearms in Iraq when I was

there as the Senior Police Advisor. As a DCI I have also investigated

shootings by police.

What was the best and worse thing about being a

Police Officer?

“The best thing was the sense of doing something positive for

people everyday: you can really make a difference. The worst was

dealing with unwarranted criticism at social events. There is little

understanding amongst the public or politicians of the challenges

of the job."

What are your feelings about Police Firearms and how

will you support Surrey Officers if they are involved in a

shooting?

“I believe police need the tools to enable them to protect the public.

They cannot do that ifthey cannot even protect themselves against

life threatening situations. I am most supportive of having armed

police. At present, I think that we do not have adequate numbers

to provide immediate protection to the public or unarmed Officers.

Part ofmy role will be to ensure there is proper balance in comment

about police use of Firearms and I will not hesitate to provide this

in the unhappy event ofa police shooting in Surrey."

Do you think £19k is a fair wage for a new Police Officer?

“A starting salary of£1 9k for a new Police Officer is a worry for me.

This equates to a take home after deductions ofabout £1 150 p.c.m.

A married Officer with children will be eligible for housing benefit.

It is £4k a year less than a shift workingPCSO earns. What concerns

me is that in recent discussions 1 have had with politicians and

indeed senior Home Office officials, they were completely unaware

of this. Whilst with current levels of unemployment, we will still

get applicants, with time the quality of them may be questionable,

in the long term I think the current pay and conditions package

could create issues of potential corruption and bribery. This is a real

worry for me as the Surrey PCC.”

note visiUlo street
policing"
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What are your main objectives in your role as PCC?
“My main objective is to work with the ChiefConstable, her team,

other politicians like myself, statutory partners and volunteers to

make Surrey safer.”

Have you met any Surrey Officers yet? Will you be

meeting with Firearms Officers?

“I already know many Surrey Officers and I have met many more

since taking up the role. I intend to meet with Firearms Officers

when I can. I would urge Firearms team leaders and Officers to

make contact with their PCC and offer them the opportunity to go

and see what you do. A few minutes on the decision making range

is a real eye opener."

What are your hobbies and what do you do in any spare

time you may have?

“I am an Army reservist attached to 16 Air Assault Brigade, this

takes up some ofmy time, additionally I like to try and keep fit and

travel as time allows.” H

..WILLBEWCOMI-ROM1STNG

SSSffAucr
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GUERNSEY
"Y "Y T Then the PFOA was being created, and we wanted

% V / to gauge the response of Firearms units, I literally

\/\/ opened up the almanac, and phoned the first

force I came to. Imagine my surprise when I

opened the page up at Guernsey! I knew very little about the

island, in fact I had never visited any of the Channel Islands and

I didn’t know ifthey had a Firearms unit. A few moments later

I was being put through to Inspector Jean-Pierre Le Breton, the

ChiefFirearms Instructor. Slightly worried at first that he may

only speak pigeon English, I hastily prepared myselfwith the ‘Del

Boy’ au revoir greeting! Thankfully JP is fluent in English and has

become a good friend. When we discussed the PFOA concept

to support Firearms Officers, JP was as excited as myself. His

enthusiasm and energy spurred me on to contact others and drive

the PFOA forwards.

For the past four years all Guernsey AFOs have been members

of the PFOA. JP has become an Executive Board member and

regularly attends meetings as well as the AGM. For some time

I had been discussing with him about visiting the island, and

combining the visit with a series of presentations by principal

Officers. After finally sorting a date, and with the help ofour

friends at Edgar Brothers, Steve Howson and myself landed at

Guernsey on the 6th January. Steve did the sensible thing and

flew over (50 mins from Gatwick) whilst I, accompanied by

Bryan (Principal Officer) and Anthony (Edgar Bros), went ‘fast

ferry’ from Poole in the PFOA BMW. Before I go any further it’s

hands up time: 1 thought I would be fine on the fast ferry, but

sadly some 30 minutes into the three hour voyage I began to feel

ever so slightly queasy! Three sick bags later (and they do actually

hold what you throw up into them) and I was dreaming of land!

The island is picturesque, quiet and peaceful. It immediately

gives you a feeling of safety; a feeling that you and your children

could walk around day and night and not feel threatened or have

to look over your shoulder. This is partly due to the robust nature

of policing the island enjoys. Assault a Police Officer and you will

go to prison (the island does have its own prison); supply drugs

and you will go to prison; get caught speeding and you will be

prosecuted. The speed limits on the island arc 25 and 35 m.p.h.

you have been warned! The roads are narrow and tight with

plenty of hills that lead to some amazing views of the sea and the

surrounding islands. Guernsey was occupied during the second

World War, reminders ofwhich can be found all over the island

in the form of bunkers and various other look out towers and

artillery emplacements. There is also an underground German

hospital that is open to tourists during the summer months.

On our first morning we attended the Island Police

Headquarters (the only Police Station) and met up with JP. We
then spent the day presenting to Firearms Officers, investigators,

crime scene managers and senior management. Anthony and

Bryan relayed their experiences, which were very well received,

whilst Steve Howson and myselfdiscussed Post Incident

Management and the various support mechanisms in place for

Officers and their families. We then retired back to our hotel

where in the evening we met up with several Firearms Officers

and the ChiefOfficer ofGuernsey Police, Patrick (Pat) Rice, who

joined us for a curry later on. It was quite surreal sitting with

effectively the ‘ChiefConstable' who obviously had a healthy

relationship with his Officers by the way they laughed and

joked and seemed to get on very well. Later on in the evening

the ‘Chief’ joined us for a nightcap at the hotel. Whilst walking

and chatting on route we bumped into the ‘traffic sergeant’ who

had been to a meeting and was walking home! I guess when

you live in a relatively small place that’s what you do, which was

confirmed when the Chief left us and he walked home as well -

not a staffcar in sight!

GUERNSEY POLICE

The force covers the 24.5 square miles of the island, and also has

responsibility for five other smaller islands: Alderney, Sark, Herm,

Jcthou and Brecqhou (the latter two arc privately owned). There

are some 155 serving Officers who cover various duties including

Uniform Patrol, CID, Firearms, Traffic, SB, NPT, PPU, Dog Unit

and Fraud and Finance Intelligence. There are currently only two

full time Firearms Instructors/Officers: JP and a Sergeant, Sacha,

who also have responsibility for an Operational Support Unit,

Force First Aid, Officer Safety and Public Order Training. The

other AFOs are drawn from their ‘day jobs’ as and when required.

The Force Headquarters is home to all the Officers and is situated

in the St. Peter Port area, in the main town.
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About Guernsey
• Population March 2011: 62,915

• 24.5 square Miles in size

• Average life expectancy

male: 80.1 years

female: 84.5

• The Island is 31 miles west of Normandy

coast and 75 miles south of Weymouth
• Climate: July/August average 20' C

February average 6’ C
• Matt Le Tissier, Footballer and Sky pundit was

born on the Island as well as Oliver Reed, the

FIREARMS DEPARTMENT
JP heads up the unit along with Sacha the Sergeant and the soon

to be Introduced full time Constable Instructor. The AFOs all

have to complete 24 days training per year, and several are trained

in Close Protection duties. They also have a Rifle team capability

and have the use of the Sea Fisheries Protection vessel (see photo

overleaf). Strangely enough for an island there is no Marine

Support Unit or capability. I envisaged seeing Officers darting

around on Jet Skis and a RIB, but there were no signs of this,

so they make do with borrowing crafts if they need them. The

Firearms Unit do not have a dynamic entry capability as such,

but would utilize their emergency search techniques if required.

They can also call upon the services ofSouthern UK Forces to

fly/boat in to assist. Unfortunately this mutual aid is not 100%
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guaranteed as the weather can play a major part in preventing

flights in and out of the islands and heavy seas can also hinder sea

borne travel.

The Firearms Unit has an NPIA certificated outdoor 50m
range where they reclassify and train. Courses are often attended

in the UK and initial Firearms courses are run in conjunction

with Jersey. These courses, eight weeks in duration, arc residential.

Guernsey Officers fly to Jersey on the Sunday evening and return

(weather permitting) on the Friday evening.

VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT
The Firearms Unit has recently taken delivery ofone armoured

Landrover and two new BMW X5 vehicles. They are the

standard 3.0 diesel auto versions, which many UK mainland

forces use. The vehicles are Police Spec and have been kitted

out by MacNeillie. They have a two drawer safe in the rear load

compartment where all the weapons are situated. Equipment

carried in the drawers include:

• 2 x G36 with sights

• 2 xMP5 carbine

• 4 x Glock Pistols

• Distraction Devices

• 1 x AEP Launcher

The cars also have ‘Go

Bags’ with a large quantity

ofammunition for any protracted incident such as an active

shooter’ scenario.

Other Guernsey Facts

• 20% top rate of tax

• No car tax - incorporated in road fuel

• No VAT
• Litre of unleaded fuel: £1 .06. diesel: £1.19

• No MOTs required on vehicles (they do operate a

strict vehicle rectification scheme howeverl)

• Car number plates are numbers only - some ofwhich

are worth considerable amounts ofmoney!

Other Equipment carried:

• T66 & West Yorkshire type ballistic Shields

• Various MOE devices

• Stinger

• Medic Bag

• De-Fib

Officers wear Black wicking tops and 5-1 1 trousers and belts.

Boots are a personal choice. Personal equipment includes:

• Molle style Bodyarmour with equipment pockets

• Belt Rig with drop holster and leg pouch

• Respirator C50

• Waterproofs

• Ski Caps

• Active ear defenders

• Ballistic Helmets and goggles

The vehicles use yellow dot markings on the front, side and

rear. The call signs are Trojan 1/2/3.

Our visit to Guernsey was very interesting and eye opening.

None ofus could have appreciated the uniqueness of policing

such a small group of islands. Policing a small community where

you live, where your family live and where people know who you

are sounds like a recipe for disaster, but somehow it all seems to

fit in quite comfortably. The robust style ofpolicing is respected

and appreciated by the community. Everyone knows where he

or she stands. The ChiefOfficer ‘Pat’ Rice was passionate about

his force and the island. Ofcourse there are still ‘offenders’ out

there; in fact whilst we were on the island an operation was being

launched to arrest a subject responsible for shooting someone

with a high powered air rifle. Whilst on the face of it this may

sound relatively minor in Firearms terms, Guernsey Police are

mindful of how this behaviour can spread, with the risk ofa gang

culture evolving, leading to more serious crime on the island. It is

quite clear however that with the continued support of the States

ofGuernsey (Government) and proper funding and resources

for the Police Force, crime on the island will remain very low,

thus ensuring the peace and tranquillity enjoyed by the islanders

will continue for generations to come. In the Spring edition of

TOP COVER we visit the newly formed British Transport Police

Firearms UnitH
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A VIEW I
FROm ABOVE! <

WRITTEN BY CANON DAVID WILBRAHAM

Hello! My name is David Wilbraham, and I am the full time

Force Chaplain serving Thames Valley Police, the largest

non-Metropolitan force in the country.

T
he month ofJanuary takes its name from the Roman

God Janus, who in ancient Roman religion and

mythology is the god of beginnings and transitions,

endings and time. He is usually pictured as a god with

two faces since he looks to both the future and the past. The start

ofanother year gives us the chance to look back at the year just

passed and to look forward, as far as we are able, to the year that

lies ahead.

2012 was a year of great change and challenge for the Police

Service. The Olympics were clearly a tremendous success and

demonstrated the very best of British policing both in the

preparations beforehand and the operation throughout. More

challenging has been the changes in pay and conditions as a

result of the Winsor and Hutton reports. The deaths of Officers

in Essex and Greater Manchester have shown the ever present

danger that Officers face day by day. Other major changes have

seen the introduction of Police and Crime Commissioners, the

launch of the College of Policing, the formation of the National

Air Support service and the preliminary work for the National

Crime Agency further reflect the changing scene that is policing.

Day by day news items focus public attention on the Police some

reporting favourable and ‘good news', others drawing attention to

less favourable items.

It is right in such times of corporate challenge and change for

individuals to ask themselves ‘Why do I do what I do?’ There

could be a quick answer that says things like - for a career, for

pay, for benefits but for most Police Officers the motivation is far

deeper, the rewards far greater and the commitment and challenge

more demanding.

I think part ofthe answer is that many see ‘the job' as more

than a job and exercise ‘the office ofconstable’ with a real sense

ofvocation. It is language that is often used by people like myself

who speak of a sense of calling and vocation as we exercise our

faith ministry but in my experience it is shared by many Officers

and staff.

Such a way of life strives to make a difference, it secs issues

of right and wrong; good and evil; truth and justice. It involves

often going the extra mile, caring and compassion, commitment

and courage and has the lofty aim to improve the society in which

we all live. There is a quotation (attributed falsely to Winston

Churchill!) “You make a living by whatyou get;you make a life by

whatyou give. "And another, attributed to Edmund Burke that

says “All that is necessaryfor the triumph ofevil is thatgood men do

nothing. ’’The sentiment ofboth is that, as people, we really can

make a difference but it requires us to give of ourselves and that is

by tangible costly personal commitment.

This kind of attitude towards our chosen profession unices us

in a special way with others who share our calling and for this

reason we readily speak of being part of the police ‘family’. It

means that as we look back at the last year and forward to 20 1

3

we can take pride in the achievements of fellow Officers, admire

their skill and professionalism and hopefully allow others to feel

these things about some of our work. But like Janus, this looks

two ways — it also means that when members of the ‘family’ are

killed, injured and hurt we share the sense of sadness and sorrow;

when members of the family are struggling with change, are under

scrutiny or feel undervalued we are all aware ofthe pressure.

So at the turn ofanother year, be encouraged at the

achievements ofthe past year, remind yourselfwhy you do what

you do and renew your own commitment to give ofyourselfin

the coming year.

For this edition’s prayer and especially at the start ofthe New
Year the following is a prayer used by Police Chaplains that is

rooted in the oath of allegiance ofthe office of constable. Feel

free to use it as you will - either as a prayer or a thoughtful re-

commitment.

Lord, bless wepray all members ofthePolice Service, that we may

honour our calling and serve those around us, upholding human

rights and according equal respect to all

Inspire us to standards offairness, integrity, diligence and

impartiality worthy ofour calling; that our actions might always be

just, our motivespure and tempered with compassion, and that we

may walk humbly withyou.

Give us strength and wisdom to protect the weak and vulnerable,

and champion the cause ofthe innocent; and in your mercy letpeace

reign in our country. Amen.

Vivid
Canon David Wilbraham

Force Chaplain, Thames Valley Police

National Police Chaplain

T 01 865 846916/2 M 07973 367786

Eden House, 16 Lyne Road, Kidlington, Oxon, OX5 1AD

E david.wilbraham@thamcsvalley.pnn.policc.uk
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Paradigmatic
Coaching

I'M CURRENTLY ONE OF THE

PFOA'S INCREASING NUMBER OF

PARADIGMATIC COACHES WHO ARE

THERETO GIVE SUPPORT TO OUR

MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES.

I have been a serving Firearms Officer for seven years and am
lucky enough to have become involved in such an important and

unique service offered by the Association.

Paradigmatic Coaching is a 'first stage intervention’ coaching

approach to help clients deal more effectively with issues which

are having negative effects on their lives.

THIS IS WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO
Paradigmatic Coaches:

• All serving or retired officers

• Works on the basis that howwe think effects the way

we feel

• Ifwe feel disempowered it is because we are not

thinking appropriately

• Change how you communicate to yourself - change how
you feel

• Coaches are trained in neuro-linguistic tools as regards

to language and Applied EFT (Emotional Freedom

Techniques) to deal with emotional spikes

• Coaches are trained to identify language patterns and

coach the client to utilise more effective patterns

• Includes Hypno-symbolism techniques

• Training takes between eight and twelve months

• Coaches are accredited practitioners in paradigm coaching,

NLP, Applied EFT and Hypno-symbolism

We utilise our techniques to cause pattern interrupts in our clients

thought process and then giving them choices to move forward;

it's simple and very effective.

We currently have a course running with 14 new paradigmatic

coaches from seven different forces that will enhance the support

the PFOA already offers and will be there to supportyou and your

family. These people understand Firearms Officers and what that

role can bring.

Are you interested in becoming a Paradigmatic coach for your

respective force? For more information on the course or further

courses contact myself by email karl@pfoa.co.uk or look on the

PFOA website under support.

Karl Smith

Firearms Instructor & PFOA Executive

“We can’t solve problems by using the same Mnd of

thinking we used when we created them.”

Albert Einstein

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

We need any old photos or video footage you may have oftrainingorOpsfrom the 1970s, 80s, 90s and

00s for a music DVD to be shown at the PFOA Summer Ball on the 29th June.

Please email Mark Williams ifyou have any we can use. Scans in JPEG files would be great. Any contributors

will be rewarded with a copy of the completed DVD!

mark@pfoa.co.uk
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Bodyweight Training
for Building Practical

Strength and Conditioning

In the last issue I covered the benefits of 'Tabata' Interval training to get you leaner and

fitter in the minimal amount of time. In this issue I'll show you how to increase your

power and practical strength by adding more muscle to your frame through compound

bodyweight exercises.
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Again, taking into account our demanding job, I

have written this article with practicality and time

constraints in mind. This type of training requires

very little equipment so can be done without

a gym membership, cost nothing to do and can

be performed in very little space. This all leads

to the greatest advantage to this type of training,

that being it is far easier to stick to the routine,

providing one of the essential elements to training

success — consistency!

The exercises which form this 'bodyweight

routine’ can be performed whilst at home, away on

deployment (such as the recent Olympic Games

deployments) or even at work during a refs break

or whilst on stand by. The only real disadvantage

now is that you no longer have an excuse not to

train on regular basis!

There are obvious advantages, especially to

our physical role, by training to increase practical

strength and power. Physiologically, the benefits of

consistent strength training include an increase in

muscle size and tone, increased muscular strength,

and increases in tendon, bone, and ligament

strength. There is also evidence to suggest the type

of self development that results from this training

improves psychological health as well, by increasing

self-esteem, confidence, and self-worth.

So, in practical terms, having caught the suspect

after the foot-chase (thanks to your increased

speed and endurance from Tabata training) you

can now subdue and detain them more effectively

with your superior strength, with much less risk of

getting injured.

Below I will give you a basic sample training

plan that will start you on an effective strength and

conditioning routine. Before we get to that point

though, I will explain the five main compound

exercises that you will be doing, which will cover

prettymuch all musclesgroups foryour entire body.

There are literally hundreds, if not thousands, of

various different exercises that people will perform

in the gym to stimulate their muscles to respond

and get larger and stronger. However just these five

‘compound’ (multi-joint) movements arc the most

effective for what we want to achieve, as they stress

a larger number ofmuscles at the same time. This,

in turn, gives a greater ‘growth’ response in the

shortest space of time.

All these exercises can be done with added

weight for a more ‘traditional’ style of weight

training if you have the facilities, want to increase

the intensity at which you train or want to just

change things up. But for now we will just

be concentrating on the equally effective body

weight variations.

THE FIVE COMPOUND EXERCISES

1 Squats (Picture 1)

Quite simply thebest lower bodystrengthening,

conditioning and building exercise on the

planet! With this, ensure you stand with you

feet shoulder width apart, feet slightly turned

out, and lower yourself slowly as far as you

can go. When you reach the bottom pause

slightly before ‘squeezing’ the muscles and

drive through your heels to raise yourself back

to the starting point. To give you an idea of

speed: 1 repetition to take about 8-10 seconds.
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To increase the intensity put some weight across your shoulders, do the exercise

using just one leg at a time or slow it down even further.

2 Press ups (Picture 2)

The ‘mother’ of all upper body development exercise. Great for strengthening

the chest, shoulders and triceps! I’m sure everyone knows how to perform a

press up, but with this ensure you lower your torso to touch the floor, pause

then contract these upper body muscles to raise your body back up to the

starting position. It should take you about 6-8 seconds to perform 1 complete

repetition. To increase intensity place a kit bag on your back, slow the repetitions

or increases the range of motion by performing the exercise with your hands

raised up (between chairs/on boxes or a couple of police training manuals!).

3 Pull / Chin ups (Picture 3)

There are a number of ways and variations on how to perform these great

back and bicep growers! You can either perform a ‘chin up (which can be

performed with an underhand grip on a door frame) as well as a ‘pull’ up,

(which is performed with an overhand grip using the door itself— see photo).

All you need to perform this is a bar, ledge, doorway or anything which is above

your head and stable enough to hold your weight when you pull yourself off

the ground. This is a particularly hard, but effective exercise so you may only be

able to do a few repetitions to begin with, but as you get stronger this number

will increase. Again, reps are performed slowly and in a controlled manner (6-8

seconds).

4 Reverse Rows (Picture 4)

This is another good back exercise, albeit hitting different muscle groups in the

back from the chin ups. It is also great for the rear portion of your shoulders.

Perform this exercise by gripping (overhand grip) the edge of a table with you

feet underneath. Hang below the table and pull your chest up to touch the

underside. Another variation on this is to use a pole or broom handle between

two chairs. To increase intensity slow down the rep speed or add weight across

your chest or wear a weighted kit bag on your back.

5 Dips (Picture 5)

This is the ‘parallel’ version of the dips as opposed to the bench dip which only

stresses your triceps. This exercise works on the lower portion ofyour chest as

well as your shoulders and triceps. To perform, simply find two chairs or rabies

dose enough together so you can place your hands on them, each side ofyour

body, and use your arms to lower yourself down as far as is possible prior to

pausing briefly then squeezing yourselfback to the starting position. Rep speed

should equal 6-8 seconds for 1 complete rep.

I must stress that no police equipment was damaged in the making of these

photos! And it goes without saying; should you damage anything, including

yourself. . . it really has got nothing to do with me!

When performing these exercises, due to the relatively low resistance (compared

to a traditional weights routine, where the weights provide the resistance), you

need to ensure that the way you perform each rep is very strict, slow and controlled

and you ensure you utilise the full range ofmotion - no halfmovements! If all this

is done right you will feel the muscles working very hard and therefore recruiting

as many muscle fibres as possible to complete each exercise rep and set range. This

is where the intensity comes from. This recruitment and stressing of muscle fibres

will cause the body to ‘over-compensate’ to protect the body (muscles) from the

same stress it has just been put through and this in a nutshell is how muscles grow

larger, stronger and more functional! (They will only grow significantly larger and

stronger however through an effective nutritional plan, but that’s for another day

and another article!)

Okay, it is worth repeating myself to ensure you know how vitally important

it is, that when performing each repetition of each exercise you concentrate on

stretching and then contracting (flexing) the muscle to produce the movement,

in a slow, controlled, deliberate manner!THIS IS NOT simply going through the
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motions ofmoving the body through a set of exercises with as little

effort as possible, trying to get to the end of the set as quickly as

possible!

Although I will give you an idea of the number of repetitions

and sets to perform, it should be noted this is not a ‘magic number'

at which development occurs - every rep is as important as the

next. You should be looking to ‘foil’ at or just before the set number

of reps, not have plenty left in the tank.

So, how many sets, reps and howoften should you be performing

these exercises? Well, firstly as there are just the five exercises I

would recommend doing these one after another, together in one

workout (also known as a full body routine). Depending on your

current conditioning and what other training you do, you would

perform this full body routine just once, twice (Monday, Thursday)

or three times (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) per week. Ifyou are

not used to doing any form ofweights or resistance exercises, don't

try and do too much too early!

For each exercise you will be performing just three sets. This

obviously adds up to a total ofonly 15 sets for the entire workout,

which is challenging enough to promote a response from your

muscles but should not destroy you to the extent that it takes you

longer to recover than you have prior to the next training session!

You are aiming to perform 12 repetitions for each one of these sets,

but as I said earlier, reaching this number is not ofvital importance,

ifyou can only manage 10 or even eight on your last set then that's

fine. . . as long as you genuinely cannot perform one more rep!

PUTTING THIS ALL TOGETHER
The routines I will give you here can be used as your only form of

strengthening exercise on a week in week out basis, or in addition

to what you already do, when you are unable to train, as a result of

commitments, deployments or just lack of time.

Quite simply, first decide how many days you are going to

perform this routine, then carry out one from the table below

Right Tyres, Right Price, BIG on Service!

• Tyres for Cars and Motorcycles

• Hunter Hawkeye 4 Wheel Alignment

• Ride in/Ride Out Service for Motorcycles

• Michelin Certified Benchmark of Service Excellence

• Female Friendly - 'Foxy Choice' Member

Unit 7 Everik Business Center, Prospect Way, Hutton CM13 1XG (A12-J12) ra&a
01277 210414* www.skidmarquesltd.com Pmtensit
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WELCOME TO RIDEOUT,

THE SECTION DEDICATED

TO THE HUGE NUMBER

OF MOTORCYCLISTS

AMONGST OUR

MEMBERSHIP

WRITTEN BY MICK BURKE

VICE CHAIR, PFOA

mick@pfoa.co.uk

F
ollowing the release of the first edition of TOP

COVER magazine, we have had many e-mails

from members registering their interest in

planned events, or letting us know what they

are up to on two wheels. Keep them coming, we will

reply to all.

The Trackday is proving a popular idea for both experienced

trackday riders and those who have never done one. At least one

ofour members, based in the Midlands, is involved in club racing.

We hope to catch up with them at a circuit soon and cheer them

on. Will their machine be sporting a PFOA sticker 1 wonder?

BSB Showdown 2012 October saw the final round ofthe British

Superbike Championship head to Brands Hatch Circuit in Kent.

With three riders still in a position to win the championship, this

was an event not to miss. The day started

early, with PFOA members being warmly

welcomed at Skidmarques HQ in Essex,

where Keith and the team had laid on a

pre-race breakfast gathering for friendsand

customers. We were pleasantly surprised to

find that the workshop had been lined with

classic and exotic motorcycles, including a

rare Ducati Desmosedici, Ducati 748R,

a mint condition 1998 Yamaha Rl, and

Cadburys Boost YZF750R. After warming

up on sausage and bacon sandwiches with

tea and coffee, a brisk run down to Kent

blew the cobwebs away. With a cracking view from Paddock Hill

Bend, we were treated to an awesome demonstration by the King

Of Brands, Shane Byrne, who, despite only needing to finish in

the top five in all three legs to be crowned champion, decided to

go all out to win all three. . . and he did! Fantastic to watch and

congratulations to him. Brilliant support races, great company, and

passing hundreds of cars queuing for the Dartford Tunnel on the

way home, all made it a very enjoyable day to remember.

Keep checking www.skidmarquesltd.com for forthcoming

social events, for both cars and bikes.

PFOA TRACKDAY 2013

Whether a regular trackday rider, or ifyou have never ridden

on a track before despite the temptation, the PFOA Trackday

will be tailored for you. Club MSV have been appointed to

organise our exclusive event at the legendary Brands Hatch

Circuit in September 2013. Full details, including the date,

will be posted on the secure side of the PFOA website once

final details are confirmed. The circuit will be ours for the day,

skill levels separated into advanced, intermediate, and novice

groups with professional instruction available. Pit lane garages

will be reserved for us to add to the experience. Cost will be

around £150 per person and places will be limited so you will

need to book early. Email mick@pfoa.

co.uk to register interest and guarantee

earliest notification of full details. PFOA
members may bring guest riders, but

the booking will have to be done by

the member to guarantee acceptance.

Spectators will be very welcome at no

cost. Check out their website www.

clubmsv.co.uk to see why they have

been selected. Subject to demand, further

days will be arranged at different circuits

around the country.

A Bridge Too Far? A great idea from

one of our members who suggests we have PFOA rideouts across

the Channel to visit some of the major battlefields of the two

World Wars. To start with a short trip to Ypres, Normandy or the

Somme, maybe May/June and building up to a future ‘non-stop

to Arnhem’ run! Fancy it? Sounds a great social and educational

experience to me and a good excuse to get out on two wheels.

Email mick@pfoa.co.uk to register interest and I'll put you in

touch with the organiserH
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h FRIENDSHIP
THE PFOA COMES TO AN OFFICER'S AID SUFFERING

FROM POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

I
n November 2011 I contacted the PFOA. I'd been back at

work about five months when things started to fall apart. I

couldn’t understand why I was feeling like I was. Why was I

feeling tense, anxious, gening panic attacks and not sleeping,

why were my moods continually up and down? I needed answers, I

needed someone to point me in the right direction, to stop me and

calm me down, to say this is a normal reaction, to say I’m going to

help you, things will be OK.

Before I go on, I’d just like to clarify that I’m not an AFO. I

work as a Response Officer and currently due to force policy we are

not authorised to carry Taser.

Let me take you back to the 7th March 201 1 . In a quiet village in

rural England my crcwmatc and I were called to a dispute between

an elderly male and his son. It was reported that the elderly father

was now safe with a neighbour.

7

On arrival we spoke with the elderly male and he debriefed us

saying that his son had tried to smother him and that his mental

health had deteriorated. As with any job of this nature we went to

make contact with the son.

After knocking on the door it was apparent that someone

was inside. My crewmate opened the door and we stepped in.

Immediately we were both confronted by a very heavily built male

with a large kitchen knife. The knife pushed to his throat and he

was stating he wanted to die. It was apparent that this was a viable

threat. My crewmate and I had to act on this, making the decision

to disarm him.

With no option of a withdrawal or low level communication,

the male was challenged and captor deployed. This had no effect,

a second burst was deployed, again nothing. 'Hie knife still firmly

pushed to the male’s neck, he was shouting “I’M GONNA DO
IT, I WANNA DIE”. Now with batons racked, we both attempted

to give a number of strikes to subdue and disarm the male. Again

nothing, no response, no visible effect no matter what area was

struck. The male was completely unresponsive.

I don’t know how but during the struggle that ensued the male

was now on the floor, still gripping the large knife and trying to

cut his neck. The male had fallen through the door way and I was

separated from my crewmate; he was unable to get to me. The male

continued to fight and struggle. I kicked the knife from his hand.

I can’t describe the immense relief, knowing it was away, we were

going to gain control, administer treatment and save him.

I picked up a bed sheet to compress the male’s neck wound.

As I did so time stood still. To my horror and out of nowhere, the

male produced a second knife and slashed his throat immediately

causing a catastrophic bleed, Even with huge blood loss the male

continued to fight and struggle while we tried to gain control to

administer treatment. Our efforts were in vain and sadly the male

died of his injuries at the scene.
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My colleagues and I were taken through the Post Incident

Management process and I returned to work approximately six

weeks later. Having been in contact with the welfare department.

I'd discussed the incident and I assumed it was life as normal.

As Police Officers we’re meant to be superhuman, bullet proof,

immune to any incident we experience.

Over the coming months I began to experiencewhat I now know

to be the symptoms of PTSD. Having no previous knowledge of

PTSD, its symptoms or effects, I shrugged it off thinking it would

pass. However it did not: the more I tried to bury it the more it

kept surfacing and began to get progressively worse. Each day was

getting harder to function: panic attacks, anxiety, mood swings,

broken sleep, no sleep, the guilt ofnot being able to save the male.

Again I tried to carry on, hiding my thoughts from the outside

world, my family and friends. I felt ashamed of the way I was

feeling, almost like I'd failed.

Things came to a head in mid to late November. I was at a point

where I didn't know where to turn, what to do or where I could get

help. I contacted Occupational Health and my GP and awaited a

reply. Whilst waiting, I searched on the internet to sec what help

was help available for Officers outside ofthe Police Service. I came

across the PFOA and emailed them asking for help; even if they

couldn’t assist could they find me someone might be able to?

A couple of days later I received a call from Stuart, a member

of the PFOA. He explained his role within the PFOA and also his

extensive background as a current operational AFO. I’ll be honest,

I don’t recall the whole conversation: I remember talking at about

300mph trying to explain where I was at. Stuart listened; it was at

this point he put the breaks on and got me to stop.

Stuart gave me some understanding that this was to be expected.

This was a normal reaction to a completely abnormal situation. I

heard him say to me “you haven’t failed, don’t be ashamed of the

way you're feeling, go with it, this is the mind's way of trying to

process what’s gone on”.

For the first time in months I felt some calm, a reassurance

that actually I’m normal. I can’t explain it - it was huge. To have

someone explain why you’re feeling like you arc, the reasons behind

it and to give you some understanding of it, is liberating. To get me

to rationalise the incident and understand that actually, given the

circumstances, I did all I could and could do no more. At the end

of the conversation I agreed to speak with Stuart a few weeks later.

I have remained in regular contact since, speaking usually every

4-6 weeks. I also have the option to call him at anytime should I be

having a slight wobble.

Having the PFOA to hand has been invaluable to me in assisting

with my recovery: it’s another tool in the box that I have been

able to really benefit from alongside the treatment that I have been

receiving. Things are moving in the right direction and I am due to

return to work properly within the next week.

I was asked by Mark Williams if I would be willing to write an

article about my experience. It was important for me to do so, not

only to highlight the great work that the PFOA do, but also to

let Officers know who are experiencing similar symptoms to me

that you don’t have to suffer in silence. There is help and support

available

“To have someone explain

why you’re feeling like you

are, the reasons behind

it and to give you some

understanding of it, is

liberating.”

RECENT EXAMPLES OF SUPPORT

THE PFOA HAS PROVIDED

Officer seriously injured in an explosion

• Provided funds for special clothing because of

bum injuries.

• Provided funds for respite break.

Officer and his children seriously injured in

off duty RTC
• Provided replacement vehicle.

• Funds for hospital expenses and out of

pocket expenses.

• Subsequent Paradigmatic Support.

Officer with serious back injury

• Provided funds for specialist treatment to be

continued to allow prompt return to work (Officer

had exhausted all other forms of NHS support as

well as Police Convalescent Home and privately

funded treatment).

Officer and family suffered bereavement
• PFOA Counselling provided for Officer and family.

Officers attending high profile enquiry

• Peer support and welfare breaks provided.

We have provided 1 2 Officers with welfare breaks

over the past two months.

We have provided several Officers with specialist

Paradigmatic Coaching following traumatic incidents

Every month we assist Officers and their families with

various issues that are affecting their work and home life.

We have the very best counsellors, Coaches, EMDR and

CBT therapists available to support our members and

their families
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n the hit movieTotal RecallArnold Schwarzaneggcr’s character

given a brain full of derail as a substitute for a real holiday

(and to disguise a previous life as an agent). Firearms Officers

h they could be provided with the same facility to

enable them to recall frame by frame minute details when being

questioned by lawyers at an inquest into a fatal shooting.

Firearms Officers are highly trained. Yet a crucial aspect of their

performance is often something that happens only once in their

professional lifetime - giving evidence. If handled badly this

can make them look unprofessional and an aspect of performal

that merits more in depth training.

Recent examples underline the challenge. Officer ECHO 7

required to give evidence in November 20 1 2 at a Public Inquiry

the fatal shooting of Azelle Rodney in 2005, seven years after the

incident and five years after his retirement from the police service.

An even longer delay arises in the case of the Officer who, as a result

of an accidental discharge which paralysed Cherry Groce in 1985

and the death ofMrs Groce in 201 1, has been required to attend an

inquest into her death in 2013, 28 years after the incident.

The challenge is that when providing an evidential account of

why he pulled the trigger the Officer is expected to set out clearly

and accurately his perception of events at the time he decided to

fire. But when this account is tested in court at the inquest (or

trial) lawyers acting for the deceased's family, and the media, will

be judging the Officer’s actions with the benefit of hindsight. The

ever increasing use of video and CCTV, and the availability of

open channel radio communications, recorded in real time provide

lawyers with ammunition to question the Officer’s evidence.

In training Officers are taken through shoot, don’t shoot'

scenarios deliberately engineered to test the Officers judgment and

to make them realise what one is told before hand can influence

their assessment ofthe threat level when

Being told the suspect has access to

suspect who points

with something in his hand as an

aggressive act and the object in the hand as a gun. By the time the

Officer is required to make a detailed statement he will be aware

that what he thought was a gun was in fact a toy gun, or cigarette

lighter, or some other non-lethal implement. The tendency then

is to over emphasise what the actions of the suspect were that led

to the Officer believing there was an imminent threat to his or a

colleagues life, and if this is inconsistent with the video or CCTV
or oiler witness evidence it can lead to serious problems,

i ' The ACPO Manual of Guidance on the Management,

1 Command and Deployment of Armed Officers recognises this

O issue. Paragraph 7.102 (Nov 20 1 1 Edition) states: A person involved

tt in a traumatic or lift-threatening encounter will often experience a

li range ofphysiologicalandpsychological responses which may determine

B theirperception oftime, distance, auditory and visualstimuli and the

I chronology ofkey events. This may affect their ability immediately

m after the incident to recall what may be important detail. .

.

We have

come to label this as ‘perceptual distortion’. A more accurate label

"
is ‘selective attention'.

^
Dr Bill Lewinski (who was instructed on behalf of the Officers

in the Harry Stanley case) undertook research in 2008 using

I
Metropolitan Police Officers and published his findings. In his

article 'The Attention Study: A Study on the Presence of Selective

Attention in Firearms Officers’ published in Law Enforcement

Executive Forum 2008 he said:

K Page 109: Most ofus multitask... however... once our attention

is driven or drawn towards an object we have a limited capacity

,
to attend to any other task. .

.

Page 111: ...and a limited capacity to note and subsequently

remember anything else that may be going on to which we were

SCOTT INGRAM, SENIOR PRINCIPAL LAWYER,

CRIMINAL & MISCONDUCT

SLATER & GORDON LAWYERS (FORMERLY RJW)
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narrowing involved leads to an increase in information from

that on which we are focused and a reduction in the peripheral

_ areas ofour attention . .

.

• Page 125 ...if the constable’s attentional processes at the

moment of the shooting were on the alignment of their gun on

the [suspects] centre body mass they then did not note anything

about or paid minimal attention to anything else about the

subject at that moment. This includes the specific movement of

the subject, the subject’s clothing, the subject’s actions... they

will note the subject has moved. . . but be unable to explain the

precise frame-by-frame movement ofthe [suspect] as they were

simultaneously engaged in shooting. .

.

In conclusion Dr Lewinski asserted that when Officers arc going

to have to report on an incident, the most accurate reporting ofthe

details is going to be provided by those Officers who have had the

chance to confer and write a report. He also asserted that the fewer

details an Officer provides about an incident the fewer errors they

will make especially if they report only on the behaviour that they

were most specifically focused on.

In the Axclle Rodney Public Inquiry evidence given by Professor

Gudjohnsson a Professor of Forensic Psychology. In his report

under the heading of ‘The Effects of Stress on Subsequent Recall'

he commented “.
. . in real Firearms incidents the stakes are often very

high. These will have cumulative effects on the stress level experienced

and on cognitive processes, such as perception, attention overload and

biases, encoding ofinformation and subsequent recall Underphysical

threat perception is likely to become more selective. .

.

particularly at

the critical stage of the Firearms incident where stress is at its peak

and thefocus is likely to become more narrow. This is thepoint where

accurate memory recall often really matters evidentially and the narrow

and selectivefocus ofattention at this critical state means that other

important information may be missed or becomes distorted. . .

"

The classic pronouncement of the law relating to self-defence

is in the case of Palmer v R [1971] A.C.814. Lord Morris said

"Ifthere is an attack so that defence is reasonably necessary, it will be

recognised that a person defending himselfcannot weigh to a nicety

the exact measure ofhis defensive action. If thejury thought that in

a moment of unexpected anguish a person attacked had only done

what he honestly and instinctively thought necessary that would be the

most potent evidence that only reasonable defensive action bad been

This is currently embodied in Section 76 ofthe Criminal Justice

and Immigration Act 2008 which states “The question whether the

degree offorce used by D was reasonable in the circumstances is to be

decided by reference to the circumstances as D believed them to be. . .

“

Firearms Officers should be re-assured that the power of total

recall is not a necessity when giving evidence. Statements should

be written setting out clearly the perception of events at the time

the decision to fire was made. The circumstances that led to

that perception should be clearly set out including not only the

actions of the suspect at the moment of the engagement but also

all information provided in the briefing and update intelligence

received prior to that moment. When it comes to giving evidence

the Officer must give their perception at the time but must be

prepared to acknowledge, with the benefit of hindsight, that their

perception, whilst honestly held, may have been wrong. The

law protects the Officer from criticism provided his belief of the

circumstances existing at the time arc honestly held

PLEASE NOTE
From February 2013 Russell Jone:

& Cordon Lawyers. Our long

standing history of successfully

defending your rights is

confirmed and our commitment

to The Police Federation and its

€> Russell Jonesb Walker
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w
ake a moment to consider this. In the time it takes you to r

this article — say ten minutes — your body will have filtered

approximately 13 litres ofblood through its kidneys,

produced enough heat to bring a quarter gallon of

water to the boil, produced six billion new cells (and destroyed

several million others) and sent a single red blood cell around

your body ten times.

You sec, a lot of things can happen in ten minutes and

I mention this because coincidently this is also how long

it took me recently to throw a sports car ten times

round the race track at Mallory park.

The human body - your body - is an amazing

piece of engineering. Designed to work under
j

conditions that far exceed what we expose i'

to on a day-to-day basis, it's little wonder

that when we do give it a challenge beyond

the norm we feel more alive than ever.

I’ve been a Police Officer in the Met

for 15 years, seven of those in the

Firearms Unit CO19, and whilst

/

the desire to protect and

as our American counterparts

might put it, may have been

/

w forjoining, ifl’m honest

it's action and excitement that

binds it all together. But only to a

point, since that excitement has to be

covered by a layer of professionalism. The

estates aren't a shooting gallery, the roads not

a racetrack. It’s the reason that six months ago

I took up licensed racing with my brother Simon

and never looked back. That’s not to say my new

interest isn’t professional or indeed doesn’t share some

of the qualities instilled in me by the Police. Teamwork,

decision making, working under pressure. Okay, I

appreciate this is beginning to sound like a recruitment poster

but before you let your eyes glaze over, hear me out.

Last year Simon asked me to be his second driver in the Hyundai Coupe Cup. A grass

roots race series added to the grid ofthe Nippon challenge. The idea behind the series was to

introduce some fresh blood (my last reference to blood I promise) into racing, keep it cheap

~ / and have some fun. The keeping it cheap has become particularly important since the cost of

even the smaller racing clubs has spiraled out of control. The exact details of how to get started

are listed at the end of this article but the result is an affordable, competitive sport, that’s accessible

to most. You don’t need to be Lewis Hamilton, have the bank balance of team Ferrari, or have a

harbour view apartment over Monaco, just a willingness to turn up and a desire to try something

new and get stuck in.

Whilst it is possible to begin on your own, there’s no doubt that having a few able volunteers

around makes life much easier, and before you have visions of your other half frantically trying

to change wheels in the pit lane, the support usually comes in the form of submitting race admin,

fetching teas, being another driver and of course moral support as you get ready for the big one. In

short this is an event the whole family can be involved in.

My first race was an exhilarating experience. Like any trained Police driver I’m no stranger to high

speeds. The car I’m driving is only a 2.0 litre race spec Hyundai Coupe, but on the track you quickly realise

that its capability substantially outstrips your own. Racing or rather winning races comes when your own

ability matches that ofthe car and goes beyond that ofyour fellow competitors. Subsequently my own learning

urve was a steep but enjoyable one. Following a driver’s breakfast (sausage and bacon rolls, washed down with
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“...with your mind power,

your determination,

instinct and the

experience as well, you

can fly very high. ”

builders tea for maximum indigestion) 1 found myself strapped

into the drivers seat, fingers flexing nervously round the wheel,

one of 15 pairs of unblinking eyes waiting for the green light go.

As your heart pounds and the adrenalin floods your blood stream

(okay, that was the last time) it’s impossible for even the most

placid of souls not to be caught up in a competitive rush. In front,

the track funnels o(F to an unknown point in a way that seems to

represent the outcome ofthe race. Forget gran turismo, forget need

for speed, this is the ultimate rush. Gone in sixty seconds? You’ll be

the last one off the grid ifyou arc.

Go! I punch down on the accelerator. There’s a collective roar as

my peripheral vision is filled with the jostling ever present, multi-

coloured frames ofmy competitor’s cars. Inch forward, inch back.

I keep them at bay, but at the same time I’m pushing for my own

position. The car in front taunts me, swaying back and forth across

my eye line but I’m disciplined enough to be looking beyond where

he is, knowing it’s late breaking and snatched opportunity that

present a winning line.

By the time 1 make the first bend we're hitting a hundred miles

an hour. Not exactly formula one speed but then we don’t have

formula one brakes either and that Armco crash barrier doesn't

look any less inviting. I accelerate hard on the exit to the corner

but I'm already planning my line into the next S bend, neurons

singing as they send messages whizzing back and forth from my
brain to my throttle foot. My nearest competitor, Adam, overcooks

it and I’m quick to seize his position. He recovers quickly and from

that moment on it’s hard not to take the rivalry personally. He

sits constantly on my bumper and the two of us enjoy a brief but

intense motorised duel over several laps. Incredibly I hold him off

for the remainder of the race and I’m elated to find I’ve finished

second! My brother’s face says it all. A mixture of relief his car’s

still in one piece and begrudging acknowledgement that I’ve done

alright for a rookie. For my own part I’m happy with the result

though on my second race I was slightly less successful. Another

car trying to pass Adam and I succeeded only in barging us off

the track.

But hey - that's racing. You take the rough with the smooth.

Learn from it and move on. In fact were making good progress

and the next step is sponsorship. The race season is just warming

up and with an increase in popularity and media interest, there’s a

big opportunity for companies to sec their brand associated with

new and upcoming talent. In addition, with social networking

sites such as Facebook and Twitter offering increasingly significant

opportunities to advertisesuccess we’ll be takingadvantage ourselves

by starting a weekly blog soon to update anyone who wants to track

our progress. Watch this space and ifyou represent an organisation

that might be interested in sponsoring Mark Dawson racing, get in

touch. Our email address is at the bottom of this page.

Now without coming across all Buddha-like I’m going to finish

offby quoting possibly the greatest racing driver of all time, Ayrton

Senna, who said “with your mind power, your determination,

instinct and the experience as well, you can fly very high.”

Take from that what you will and I don’t pretend for a second

that I’m going to be negotiating my place on the Williams team

anytime soon. But what I will say is that a lot can happen in ten

The question is what are you going to do with your ten?

HOW TO GET STARTED IN RACING

www.ards.co.uk/schools.asp

www. reddragonraceandtrackclub.com

www.trackattackraceclub.com

www.coupecup.t
Mark Dawson
Mark's email: hyundairacing@gmail.com
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Join the PFOA.
Why wouldn't you?

NOT A MEMBER? CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO BE?

With over 3,600 members UK wide the PFOA is a registered charity ready

and willing to support you and your family at a time of distress and worry.

The cost? £4 per month or £1 a week! You can join online at www.pfoa.co.uk

or call us on 0845 543 0163. Some forces have a deduction from pay already

The PFOA is an essential member service for all those involved in Firearms

operations and their families! What are you waiting for? Join us now!

The PFOA: created by Firearms Officers for Firearms Officers.

Email info@pfoa.co.uk or

Call Debbie on 0845 543 01 63

Online www.pfoa.co.uk

WHAT WE DO
• Private Counselling, EMDR and CBT therapy

for you and your family: all our counsellors

attend PFOA training workshops and have to

re-accredit yearly

• Private Paradigmatic Coaching for you and

your family: all our coaches are serving or

retired Firearms Officers

• We will arrange for you and your family to

meet with other Officers and their families

that have been involved in similar incidents

• PFOA comprehensive website with a

secure area

• A quarterly magazine TOP COVER with

articles, stories and great offers for members

and their families

• We will provide you with support and

friendship at a timewhen you need it most

Suffolk School Of Beauty

You may rest assured that having a Suffolk School of Beaut? diploma

on your GV trill mate you stand out from the rest From short beauty

whole rteu 1 career path. Whatever your goal, we pride ourselves on being

there for you ever? step of the way.

All courses are fully accredited by The Guild of Professional

Beauty Therapists and once qualified can get insurance.

www.suffolksdioolofbeauty.net facebook/suffolksdiool

twitter@suffolk_sdiool T 07540 444 196

T: 01531 821035 M: 07718615889 B: info@pimmsiravel.co.uk www.pimmtraval.co.uk

All readers ol Top Cover will receive our professional and individual attention for all package individually tailored. Uk and short break

holidays Cniises. flights, hotels, airport lounges, transfers, vehicle hire, and travel insurance. All at very competitive prices and will

always apply the best possible discount at time ol booking tor Police personnel, family and friends from a retired police officer
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TOP COVER
TO YOUR DOOR!

NOT A MEMBER OR IN A FIREARMS COMMAND?
Email or call us today to get your copy ofTOP COVER magazine

delivered to your door for just £1 2 per year including postage

(UK only)

Email info@pfoa.co.uk or

Call Debbie on 084S 543 0163
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Unbeknownst to these Officers Howe had committed another

burglary nearby and stolen a single barrelled, 12-bore shotgun. As

he approached Park Avenue he saw the police vehicles and calmly

turned and walked away. Unfortunately for him he was spotted by

one of the detectives. The Officers went after him.

After a short follow, Howe turned and faced his pursuers,

threatening them with the 12-bore shotgun. Officers attempted

to talk him into surrender but were forced into cover when

he discharged the shotgun. No one was injured. He dumped

a rucksack containing a .410 shotgun and ammunition. The

Officers pursued him to a house in Dixon Avenue, where he

broke in through the front door.

Once inside Howe threatened two young men with the shotgun

and demanded that 23-year-old John Ridley drive him in the

Austin 1300 parked outside. Howe walked Ridley to the car with

the barrel of the shotgun against the back of his neck. He forced

him into the driver's seat and climbed into the back scat with the

21ST MARCH 1979

Who could have known this relatively standard police operation

to arrest a man wanted for burglary would lead police in a mobile

hostage incident across two counties and culminate in a siege in

Essex with fatal consequences?

CHELMSFORD IN ESSEX - THE PREVIOUS DAY
Local CID from Chelmsford investigating a series ofburglaries

made plans to arrest their main suspect, 18-year old Paul Howe,

a local lad who had served time in a detention centre for similar

offences. They believed Howe had access to a .410 shotgun and

so requested the assistance of Officers from the ‘Advanced Trained

Firearms Team’.

The plan was to arrest Howe as he attended a known address

at Park Avenue, Chelmsford. At 5.40pm, on the 20th March,

CID along with four armed Officers waited in vehicles near this
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gun pushed against his neck the whole time. The police looked on,

helpless to intervene without fear of injury to the hostage.

As Howe forced Ridley to drive him towards the A12, this

incident developed into something none of the Officers had ever

trained for. One police car inadvertently overtook the Austin, but

drew back fearing they may force a confrontation. After failing to

get petrol at one service station Howe pulled into another where he

forced his hostage to operate the pump with the shotgun trained

on him at all times.

This strange convoy then wormed its way North onto the A12,

where they crossed the border into Sussex. It was at this point

that Howe began firing at the tyres of a lorry as they passed in an

attempt to block his pursuers.

After leading the convoy a merry dance around Suffolk they

turned off towards Ipswich and drove back into Essex arriving at

Harwich where Howe ordered Ridley to drive him to the Docks.

He told him that he intended to hijack a boat and would rather die

than go back inside.

They navigated to the docks and parked alongside a German

registered ship, the MV.RO. Anglia. Howe forced his hostage up

the gangplank with the shotgun lodged firmly into his back. The

police who had been joined by other armed Officers set about

containing and evacuating the dock area.

After convincing the Chief Engineer this was no hoax he

questioned the crew as to the whereabouts of their Captain. Not

believing he was ashore, Howe went to his cabin and, finding it

locked, commenced firing into the cabin door.

keys in the ignition. Howe once again forced Ridley to drive while

he climbed into the passenger seat. They drove towards the main

gates, which had been barricaded with an articulated lorry but, just

before impact, swerved towards other locked gates ramming them

off the hinges.

After colliding with a patrol car and an ambulance they sped

onto the A604 pursued by police vehicles. Howe forced Ridley to

turn off the main road towards the village of Ramsey.

The locals drinking in the Castle public house were watching

the drama unfold on the news. They could not believe their eyes

when the same stolen police van stopped right outside their pub

where Howe got out with his hostage and entered the bar.

A group of drinkers ran and hid in the downstairs toilets. The

licensee managed to escape with his family out of a back door and

others were relieved when Howe told them to leave.

Meanwhile outside police set up containment around the pub

finding what cover they could. Some were armed with revolvers

and side-by-side 12-bore shotguns. They took over the building

opposite as a control room. Attempts were made to contact Howe

by telephone. These were unsuccessful. The press however had

more success managing a live phone interview with Howe, which

was broadcast on the News at Ten.

This had made things worse as Howe had now told the world he

would not surrender but would have a shoot-out with the police.

Later negotiators managed to speak with Howe confirming

Ridley was unharmed. A land line was delivered to the front door

ofthe premises.

The locals drinking in the Castle public house were

watching the drama unfold on the news. They could not

believe their eyes when the same stolen police van stopped

right outside their pub...

The noise awoke anothercrew member who came out to seewhat

the commotion was. Howe turned and fired at him but missed. He

then took Ridley up to the bridge where he began negotiations over

the ship's radio with the police. Howe assured police that if any

attempt was made to board the vessel he would shoot the crew.

At 7.30pm during negotiations it was explained to Howe that

the vessel would not be allowed to sail. Howe appeared to accept

this but still made attempts to start the vessel.

After the realisation he would not be sailing away Howe began

throwing bundles of burning rags off the ship attempting to start

fires on the dockside. A short time later a shot was heard followed

by Ridley shouting for a doctor and an ambulance. Howe claimed

he had shot the ChiefEngineer. This was believed to be a ploy to get

an ambulance with which to escape in. After a while Howe had had

enough and marched Ridley at gunpoint down the gangplank.

They walked towards the dock gates where a number of police

vehicles were parked. The armed Officers continued to shout

challenges and commands but believed if they attempted a shot at

Howe, his hostage would be injured or killed.

Howe ignored the Officers and found a police transit van with

Police became worried that ifHowe went to the toilet and was

surprised by one of the trapped drinkers he may shoot them, so

they decided to tell Howe they were there.

This was a gamble but it paid off as he agreed to release them

one by one. One of them accidently kicked the land line into the

road as he left. Howe suspected this was a trap to lure him out, he

sent Ridley out to collect it.

As the hours went by Howe was observed playing pool with

his hostage, he turned up the music system but then had fits of

temper where he would smash up the bar. During negotiations he

requested to speak with a girl he used to know from a church youth

group he once attended and also his daughter.

At 2. 1 0am the pastor from the church was bought forward and

spoke with Howe on the phone. Although every effort was made to

talk him into surrender, he refused.

John Ridley was allowed to talk on the phone while Howe

played on the fruit machines and police advised him he should take

the first opportunity to escape. John told them he had got to know

Howe and would stay and try to talk him into giving himself up.

The pastor spoke again with Howe for ten minutes. Howe spoke
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of killing himself and mentioned a 7am deadline. He then spoke with police and made

demands asking that his daughterbe sent to the premises. Negotiations further deteriorated

when Howe fired two shots out ofthe window in the direction of the control.

Just when police thought they were making some progress another shot was heard

inside the pub. After confirming the hostage was safe, Howe fired again from the pub

window.

At 4.36am police agreed that Howe could speak with the girl from the church if

he released his hostage. This conversation lasted some time. She made every effort to

persuade Howe to surrender. He then refused to let Ridley go saying he would have to

wait until 7am.

At 5-30am Howe fired the shotgun inside the pub and at 5.45am he fired it at police

across the road. He then forced Ridley to pour spirits all around the pub. John Ridley

used the excuse of collecting oil from the kitchen to make good his escape. He was

challenged in the rear garden by armed police and whisked to safety.

Howe, now on his own, set fire to the downstairs bar area which blazed fiercely.

He then appeared at an upstairs window - this was reported by an armed Officer on

containment across the road. Whilst this Officer was reporting this movement, he was hit

in the side of his head by a shot from Howe’s gun. He fell to the floor with 17 shotgun

pellets lodged in the side of his head. Howe shouted for police ro call for an ambulance

as he had just shot one ofthem. The Officer shouted back to Howe that he was okay and

should give himselfup.

Ridley informed police that Howe had found the licensee's 1 2-bore automatic shotgun.

This news had been dreaded by police after the licensee had told them he owned one.

Moments later Howe appeared sitting in full view on a window ledge with this shotgun.

He appeared to be offering himself as an easy target.

Having got no reaction he commenced shooting at the control building and at police

vehicles parked in the streetcausing extensive damage to windows and vehicles. The Officers

on containment lay flat on the floor hoping he would exhaust his supply of ammunition

and give himselfup. After firing six times it went quiet as Howe returned inside.

At 6.42am Howe came out to the rear garden armed with the semi-automatic shotgun.

He sat at a garden table and was challenged by several Officers who were

behind cars and walls. Although he pointed the gun in their direction they

considered there was no positive aggression and did not shoot. He then

walked between the garden and car park and one Officer, fearing that his

colleagues were in danger, fired his shotgun at Howe. The fall of shot missed

Howe hitting a nearby fence.

Howe turned towards this Officer and, carrying the shotgun across his

chest, advanced towards him. The Officer positioned behind a car shouted

at Howe to stop. Howe did not stop but levelled the

shotgun at him giving no choice but to shoot.

The blast hit Howe in the chest and he fell to

the ground.

Howe was taken by ambulance to

hospital where he died 20 minutes later.

It was confirmed the shotgun Howe had

was fully loaded with five rounds.

23-year old John Ridley was

unharmed. He had managed to keep

his composure throughout the long and

drawn out incident and can only be described

as a courageous and brave man.

This was the first fatal shooting incident

involving Essex Police who acted bravely and

with great restraint considering the lack of

training and experience they had to draw on.

It can also be identified now as one of the first

recorded ‘suicide by cop' scenarios.

How such an incident as this would be

dealt with today is an interesting question

and one which has many answers, however

there is no denying it would test the skills

ofany incident commander. Even after 33

years, this incident is still worthy of note

for Firearms training purposes I
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RECOVERED SO FAR FOR OFFICERS INJURED ON OR OFF DUTY
AND THEIR FAMILIES...AND COUNTING.

PF Claimline can help recover compensation if you oryourfamilyare injured in the same or separate accidents, on or off

duty, including road traffic accident claims that can be processed in as little as 3 weeksfrom initial contactto settlement.

Andwe don't just get compensation foryour injury. Ourclaims process includes help with access to rehabilitation services

you might need, faster than you could do on the NHS.

Over the past three years we’ve recovered over £55 million for our members and their families

Call PF Claimline 24 hours a day on

08009171999
or startyour claim at www.pfclaimline.co.uk
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‘CASA LAS NARANJAS’
Beautiful villa

Costa Blanca Spain - Moraira / Calpe

£600-990 per week

Fantastic sea views • Large private pool

3 bed, 2 bath • Central heating

Log burning (ire • English satellite TV

Free WIFI internet connection

Quiet and very private location

For more info link to website

www.casadelasnaranjas.weebly.com
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‘LATCHI VILLAS CYPRUS’
Two exceptional luxury properties,

that can be rented together or separately.

Located in an exclusive development of privately owned

designer villas on the hillside overlooking Latchi Harbour,

with stunning views from the living areas, pool, terrace and

bedrooms ofChrysochou Bay. The location provides easy access

to the Latchi harbour with its shops, restaurants and beaches.

The traditional village of Neo Chorio is within easy walking

distance. A perfect location for a family holiday. Get a Privilege

Card with every booking! Discounts from 10-20% on a range of

local activities, including water sports, boat hire, restaurants, spa

treatments and horse riding, Our agents Paul & Andrea Wright

who manage both the villas for us live locally and will make a

welcome visit on your first day to make sure that all is well

Prices: From £410 to £995 per week

Contact: Anne Campbell (United Kingdom) 01227 277399

Mobile: 07768 022470 Email: info@latchi-heights.com

Website: www.latchi-heights.com
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Looking for a
mortgage?

We could save you money
$ 2 Whole of mortgage market search to find you the RIGHT DEAL

J EXCLUSIVE Police mortgage deals that are not available to the general public

1 ]j Deals for the WHOLE POLICE FAMILY from Police Staff to Specials,

Retired Officers and family members

3 Expert advice that is FREE for Police Mutual members

3 FLEXIBLE appointment times to suit you and your working hours

Don’t make a move until you’ve talked to us

Call us on 0800 652 8984 or go online at

pollcemutual.co.uk/mortgages

Police
Mutual
Mortgages^

Your home may be repossessed If you do not keep up repayments on
your mortgage.

The service is free for existing customers of the Police Mutual Group. The fee

payable for non-customers is £300, but this will be waived if you take out

any Police Mutual Group product during the process.
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